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History and Background

History and Background
a.

Brief Yurok Tribal History
The Yurok Tribe is the largest, federally recognized Indian Tribe in California with 6,446

enrolled tribal members. The tribal population consists of 4,993 adult tribal members and 1,453
enrolled children under the age of 18. 1 The Yurok Reservation is in both Humboldt (HM) and Del
Norte (DN) Counties in an extremely rural region of Northern California. The Yurok Reservation
is located within the 2nd Congressional District in the State. Tribal communities are isolated, and
many families live well below the poverty line. Communities lack essential services, such as
grocery stores, laundromats, hospitals, full-time health care, and other essential services that most
communities take for granted. The Tribe has limited discretionary funding and no tax base, relying
primarily on grant funding for program development.
The Tribe lacks resources to provide full-time tribal law enforcement for the Reservation.
Tribal communities rely upon the combined law enforcement services of Yurok Public Safety,
Humboldt and Del Norte County Sheriff’s Offices, Redwood National Parks Services, and the
California Highway Patrol to provide law enforcement. Emergency response times can take
several hours, due to long travel times, limited resources, and occasional road closures. Crime
investigation is mostly non-existent, due to the multiple agencies responding and the
overwhelming amount of crime within the counties. Even the most heinous of crimes, such as
murder or missing persons, go unsolved. Drug and human traffickers can use these shortfalls to
their advantage.
The Tribe suffers from other inequalities that further exasperate the problem. There are
inadequate job opportunities, a lack of basic utilities, like electrical power, telephone, and internet
service or emergency radio communication, poor roads, and public transportation. More than 63%
of reservation residents live on an annual income of less than $15,000 per year. The median
household income is $28,333. 2 The primary employer on the reservation is the Yurok Tribe, which
relies on Federal and State grants for over 90% of their government income.

1
2

Yurok Enrollment Department, 2019.
U.S. Census Data, Yurok Reservation 2019.
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Yurok Opioid Tribal Action Plan Background
The Yurok Opioid Tribal Action Plan (OTAP) is a collaborative effort to address an Opioid

Epidemic that is overwhelming the Yurok community. This epidemic has been escalating for
decades into a public health emergency for the Yurok Tribe. Physicians from the Indian Health
System began prescribing opioids, or pain killer medications, to the tribal community in the late
1990s, following a trend across the United States (US) medical field. Pharmaceutical companies
producing these drugs went through extensive efforts to assure doctors these medications were
safe to use and had very low abuse potential. Doctors took heed to these claims and the
pharmaceutical companies’ advice to prescribe opioid medications, like Vicodin, Oxycodone, and
Percocet at high doses and volumes. The consistent over-prescription of opioid pain killers has
caused many unintended consequences, which now wreak havoc in local communities across the
US, including in the Yurok tribal community.
Individuals have developed Opioid Use Disorder (OUD), a condition in which one
develops a physical dependency upon opioids, while simultaneously developing a tolerance that
increases the dose, they need to feel stable. Furthermore, the medication became a party drug
among youth in the community; youth would recreationally use left-over medication to get high,
sometimes stealing from parents’ or grandparents’ medicine cabinets. Opioid medication’s risk for
overdose drastically increases when consumed with other substances like alcohol and common
anti-anxiety medicine, including Xanax and Valium. Mixing these substances strongly slows the
respiratory system, and in cases identified as an overdose, causes an individual to stop breathing
altogether. The loss of life due to overdose and the burden on the community of those struggling
with OUD has torn the social fabric of the Yurok tribal community. The community has adopted
stigmas or biases against an individual or group based on their circumstance. The stigma against
those struggling with OUD gives protection to some by isolating them from “bad characters”;
however, it threatens further suffering to the community, as it distracts from focusing on ways to
treat those in need. Furthermore, stigma compounds risk for those with limited resources in the
community, further isolating them to bear the brunt of the social, emotional, and financial burdens
of an already difficult situation.
The high rate of opioid and polysubstance use has also created unprecedented rates of child
abuse and neglect, elder abuse, and crime. Furthermore, the Yurok tribal community’s needs for
social services, behavioral and mental health care services, and basic needs services at this moment
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are greater than the tribal government’s current resources can provide. From a county perspective,
in 2016 people died from drug overdoses in Humboldt at almost double the national rate and more
than triple the rate of California as a whole, with opioids being involved in a majority of these
deaths 3. In addition, from 2015 to 2017, Humboldt County ranked fourth for the rate of suicide
and ninth for the rate of homicide amongst all 58 California counties 4. Further, in the last decade,
child maltreatment for Native American children has been more than double the rate for non-Indian
children in the state 5. In both Humboldt and Del Norte counties, Native Americans have a much
greater mortality rate due to opioid use disorder 6.
Well over twenty years after the big opioid push, communities across the US, including the
Yurok Tribe, are demanding a change to prescribing practices and even suing the pharmaceutical
companies for the havoc and loss of life their products have caused. Following several cases which
criminalized doctors who over-prescribed opioid medications, opioid prescription rates in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties began to decrease significantly in 20176. This sharp decrease
in prescription painkillers did not address the needs of those with OUD, dependent on these
medications. Thus, many turned to illegal opioids, such as heroin, to prevent withdrawal. The
Yurok Reservation is in an area commonly known as the Emerald Triangle, which has a history
of producing large quantities of cannabis before the State of California legalized its cultivation in
2009. This history, the remoteness of the Yurok Reservation, along with the absence of sufficient
law enforcement, has created an atmosphere that has fostered criminal activity and drug cartels.
When doctors began withholding prescriptions, the cartels filled the need gap, providing heroin to
the tribal community. With the arrival and spread of cartel-related fentanyl throughout the United
States, a notoriously potent opioid with high overdose potential, the overdose rate in the region
has continued to accelerate, particularly since 20186,7.
In 2018, the opioid crisis forced the Yurok Tribal Council to assemble a team to concentrate
their efforts to work on solutions to address the problem. Limited staff, training, infrastructure,
and funding have severely impacted tribal leadership’s ability to respond in an impactful way to
change the trajectory of this public health crisis in the community. The Tribal Council directed its

Humboldt County substance abuse mortality data report, Humboldt County DHHS, 2019.
Overview of Homicide and Suicide Deaths in California, CDPH, 2019.
5
California Child Welfare Indicators Project, 2020.
6
California Overdose Surveillance Dashboard, 2020.
7
2020 National Drug Threat Assessment, DEA
3
4
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team to develop this action plan to outline the steps and resources required to take on this challenge
and promote community recovery, healing, and wellness.
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2018 – 2019 Opioid Tribal Action Plan
a.

Coordinating Team (2018 - 2019)

 Lori Nesbitt, Yurok OTAP Program Manager
 Jessica Carter, Yurok Tribal Court Director
 Greg O’Rourke, Yurok Chief of Police
 Peggy O’Neill and Katie Fischer, Yurok Planning and Community Development
 Cynthia Bones, Yurok Planner
 Donald Barnes, Yurok Tribal Employment Rights Officer
 Rose Sylvia, Yurok Human Resources Director
 Bessie Shorty, Yurok Grant Writer
 Lana McCovey, Yurok Tribal Council South District Representative
 Nicole Sager, Yurok Indian Housing Authority
 Elly Hoopes, Yurok Office of the Tribal Attorney
b.

Technical Assistance
In early 2018, a group of tribal employees from the Yurok Justice Advisory Board (YJAB)

approached the Tribal Council with the need to develop a Yurok Tribal Opioid Action Plan. In
May 2018, the initial core members of an OTAP planning team were selected to participate in the
development of a Yurok Tribal Action Plan Development Workshop: A Tribal Law and Order Act
Training Initiative sponsored by the Department of Justice’s National Indian Country Training
Initiative, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), and the
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA). The workshop was held at the National Advocacy Center in
Columbia, South Carolina. The development of a Tribal Opioid Action Plan will provide the Yurok
Tribe with the opportunity to take a proactive role in the fight against opioid, alcohol, and
substance abuse in the communities. There were several tribes from throughout the nation that
assembled to share both their successes and needs. The workshop provided the tribe with the tools
and guidance to assist in developing their OTAP.
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Yurok OTAP Team at the Bureau of Justice National Advocacy Center
in Columbia, South Carolina, May 2018.
The Workshop included sessions focused on: 1) Community Readiness, 2) Resource
Identification, 3) Needs Assessment, and 4) Strategic Plan Development. Tribes who were chosen
to participate were required to send a core team of five representatives with responsibility for
creating the tribe's OTAP. Tribal representatives were able to meet with other tribes who were
farther along with developing an OTAP and who had already begun to develop program activities
to combat opioid addiction on their reservations.
Return to the reservation, tribal workshop participants scheduled a meeting with the Yurok
Tribal Council to disseminate the information they acquired from the workshop. The Tribal
Council assigned a team to work on an OTAP for the Yurok Tribe. Team members researched
best tribal practices and scheduled visits to two reservations in Northern Washington State: the
Lummi Nation and the Swinomish Tribe. The Lummi Nation shared with Yurok representatives
their Transitional Housing Recovery Program and transitional housing project where they provide
drug-free housing and supportive services to tribal families in recovery. The Swinomish Tribe
provided a tour of their Didgwalic Drug Treatment Center that specializes in community opioid
drug treatment with a full array of supportive services under one roof. The Yurok team came away
inspired to create similar projects within their tribal community.
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Yurok OTAP Team Vision Background
The TAP training started with a drawing exercise to portray a vision for a better Yurok

World. The vision was created to assist in developing a vision and mission statement for the
OTAP. The vision included the Klamath River down the center along with villages, schools,
condors, electricity, water/snow, fish, trees, and dances without the infiltration of drugs, alcohol,
and other harmful substances.

Yurok OTAP Team’s vision of a reservation without a substance.
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Vision and Mission

Vision
The Yurok Tribe will commit to
restoring our communities by
utilizing an immediate response with
holistic and medicinal approaches.

Mission
The Yurok Tribe will unite to battle the
poisons of addictive substances in our
community and restore our beliefs in family
values, spirituality, and cultural
responsibilities.
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Values

1. Keeping the Community and Families Safe. Communities, families, children, and
victims of crime are entitled to feel safe. We need to respect and be good to each other.
2. Honoring the Potential for Change. People have strengths and assets and are capable
of positive change and growth. Honesty, integrity, and good role models are the keys to
positive change.
3. Providing Consistent, Nurturing Care and Discipline. Effective supervision of
offenders includes consistent, nurturing care along with appropriate discipline when
needed. Self-responsibility and restitution are important for accountability and are an
integral role in traditional Yurok culture.
4. Importance of Education and Healthy Lifestyles. Education, meditation, and an
active, healthy lifestyle are essential to positive individual development. Striving for
wellness and balance in a traditional Yurok lifestyle is both essential and necessary to
individual and community wellness.
5. Providing Direction and Purpose. Tribal Members – especially youth – seek structure
and direction and thrive when kept active and productive. Provide a sense of belonging,
forgiveness and encourage the expression of healthy emotions.
6. Importance of Family Involvement. Lasting, positive change in people’s behavior is
more likely to occur when families are provided encouragement, hope and are engaged
positively in the change process. We are responsible for each other.
7. Importance of Community Involvement. Providing opportunities for success and
effective intervention, when needed, requires an engaged, involved community. Each of
us can play a role, no matter how small or large, in achieving positive change within our
communities. Offenders need positive caring community support, role models, and
mentors in their lives. Children are a community resource and responsibility. We cannot
afford to lose whole generations to drug addiction.
8. Honoring the Sacredness of Cultural and Spiritual Values. Tribal Membership is
sacred and tribal members represent the future of the communities in which they live.
The culture and spiritual values of the Tribe must be respected and reflected in the care
and treatment of those who are removed from the community. Wisdom and knowledge
of the elders are treasured. Make every day a ceremony and live a life of respect and
honor.
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2018 – 2019 Tribal Work Plan – Brainstorming Process

“Drugs have no borders; they
impact the entire community”
Vision
Leader

Inventory
Communication

Brainstorming
Goals (Realistic)

How do you measure success?
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SWOT Analysis
Weaknesses
Strengths

Forest, Klamath River,
Natural Resources and Beauty
World Heritage Site
Committed Tribal Leadership and
Tribal Employees, TERO
Strong Traditional Culture and
Cultural Ceremony,
Active Restoration of Language

Opportunities

Two County Jurisdictions
Large Disbursed Tribal Population
Multiple Tribal Districts
Vast Geographic Area
BIG & Costly Local Issues
Social Problems, i.e., High Poverty,
Child & Elder Abuse & Neglect
High Illegal Drug Usage &
Related Crimes
No Local Tribal Drug Treatment Centers
Lack of Drug Free Housing Opportunities
Inadequate Electricity, Phones & Internet
Lack of Job & Educational Opportunities
Tribal Department Silos
Lack of Consistent Accountability
Lack of Law Enforcement Resources
Lack of Coordinated Services
Jurisdictional Issues

Strong Cultural Ceremony & Practices
World Heritage Site & Natural Beauty
Large Expanse of Aboriginal Tribal Territory
Available for Purchase
Cultural & Natural Tourism Opportunities
Educated & Intelligent Tribal Members
Cultural History of Forgiveness &
Traditional Restorative Justice
Ability to be Flexible, Creative
& Responsive to Needs
Ability to Build an Effective Responsive
Program from the Ground-up

Threats
Easy Access to Illegal Drugs
Cartels & High Crime Rate
Generational Drug & Alcohol Use
Local Cannabis Cultivators
Water Pollution & Overuse
Lack of Opportunity for Juveniles &
High Juvenile Drug Use
Ego’s/Silos
Lack of Sustainable Operating Budget
Lack of Entry Level Jobs
Lack of Re-entry Housing &
Drug Free Communities
Outsourced Tribal
Health Care Program
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2018 – 2019 Tribal Work Plan
1. Send at least one (1) representative to the following:
 Attend Tribal Opioid Summit, June 17-18, 2019, at Sapphire Palace, Blue Lake
Casino, Blue Lake, CA
2. Complete the below four (4) activities:
i.

Conduct a Community Readiness Assessment
The Coalition plans to utilize the Community Readiness Model proposed
by the Colorado State Universities’ Tri-Ethnic Center for Prevention Research.
This Community Readiness Model provides an extensive array of interview
questions and procedures that comply with IRB regulations and standards. The
coalition intends to conduct interviews in Del Norte and Humboldt counties,
specifically in tribal communities of Klamath, Weitchpec, and Crescent City. The
Coalition plans to incorporate random sampling methods to ensure that our sample
produces a diverse yet accurate depiction of the community. Coalition
representatives will apply a one-on-one interviewing style, which is very similar to
our intake process. Lastly, the Coalition plans to conduct surveys on an ongoing
basis to monitor results and update findings consistently.

ii.

Create a Tribal Action Plan
In May 2018, members of the planning team participated in a Tribal Law
and Order Act Training Initiative sponsored by the Department of Justice’s
National Indian Country Training Initiative, SAMHSA, and the BJA in South
Carolina. At the workshop, members enhanced strategic planning skills, developed
tools and resources, and plans to apply acquired knowledge to the development of
the Tribal Action Plan. The Coalition’s partnership with the California Opioid
Safety Network sponsored by the Public Health Institute will provide additional
resources and activities to facilitate the planning process. Coalition members will
collaboratively update and review the plan at monthly coalition meetings.

iii.

Develop and strengthen partnerships
The Coalition plans to develop partnerships by maintaining a robust online
presence through social media, and by mobilizing local allies to increase
community outreach. For example, Coalition members plan to attend local
community meetings such as town halls, conferences, and cultural events.

iv.

Develop a Coalition Evaluation Plan
The Coalition plans to distribute the recommended evaluation plan to
Coalition members monthly to analyze areas for growth and acknowledge the
Coalition’s strengths.
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3. In addition to the required four (4) activities, The Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
(YTWC) will prioritize carrying out the Tribal Action Plan within the scope of the
following interventions:
i.

Increase community awareness of opiate use disorders and polysubstance use
disorders. Implement harm reduction interventions in community settings by
hosting at least four Narcan training throughout Del Norte and Humboldt Counties,
organize at least one large-scale community wellness gathering, and distribute
resources and informational materials at community events.

ii.

Build strategic partnerships by creating contracts with agencies. The Coalition
plans to increase contractual services with Red Deer Consulting for cultural
mentoring and other agencies based on need. Also, strengthen interdepartmental
collaboration to promote Yurok Tribe cultural activities and events.

iii.

Develop techniques to identify and assess an individual’s needs and barriers
by conducting community readiness interviews and surveys on an ongoing basis.
The Coalition plans to participate in county conferences and will hold informational
interviews with service providers to understand the barriers or obstacles impacting
service delivery.

iv.

Expand access to treatment alternatives or non-opioid pain treatment options
by educating the community on holistic approaches to health and spreading
ecological knowledge. The Coalition plans to complete this task by developing
contracts with Seventh Generation, UIHS, and other agencies to provide alternative
treatment services to clients.

v.

Support sobriety by providing a sober-living community or village setting that
emphasizes Yurok cultural value. The Coalition will support recovery by
advocating for sober-living housing communities. Members of the wellness team
will organize resources to jumpstart the development of a self-sustaining Men’s and
Women’s Sober-Living Housing Program. Also, the coalition plan to work directly
with the Yurok Housing Authority to develop family reunification housing options.

4. Participate in project-sponsored meetings and training
i.

California Opioid Safety Network Accelerator Program Convening
(September 18-19, 2019)
This event included a series of activities and discussions around health equity,
messaging, and how the coalition can prepare for the future as the opioid epidemic
evolves. In addition, attendees heard from various Medication-Assisted Treatment
(MAT) expansion projects for a series of presentations, then participated in group
exercises and interactive discussions. Our coalition staff learned more about their
work, they heard from us, and together we explored new opportunities for engaging
in local MAT expansion.
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ii.

Philadelphia Department of Prisons (PDP) MAT Training (Sep 26 & 27, 2019)
Lori Nesbitt (Opioid Program Manager) and Mykia Washington (Community
Outreach Specialist/AmeriCorps VISTA) participated in this visit to the
Philadelphia Department of Prisons (PDP) to tour and learn about their extensive
Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) programming. Dr. Bruce Herdman, Chief
of Medical Operations for PDP, provided an introduction of the context and
reasoning behind expanding the MAT program in their facilities and its overall
effect. In addition, Latasha A. Deer, the Director of Operations for Corizon (a
medical care contractor for PDP) explained in further detail the processes for
providing MAT care to patients within PDP. Finally, the trip also included tours of
three facilities: Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility, Wedge Recovery Centers,
and the Riverside Correctional Facility. At Riverside, training participants
interviewed the Warden, MAT Lieutenant/Sergeant, and an inmate panel of
incarcerated people enrolled and engaged in the MAT program.
iii. California Tribal Opioid Summit in Pala, CA (Dec 3 & 4, 2019)
Mykia Washington and Daniel Norton Luna (Community Outreach
Specialists/AmeriCorps VISTAs) participated in this training and networking
opportunity organized by the California Rural Indian Health Board (CRIHB). The
presentation topics included: new MAT messaging campaign (Life and health Is
For Everyone, LIFE), Tribal Opioid Strategic Planning, improving data gathering
and management, Tribal MAT Statewide Needs Assessment, OD Mapping,
Indigenous Resilience and Healing, alternative pain management, and others.
5. Coordinate monthly coalition meeting
 Our monthly meetings on the third Tuesday of each month from 1 – 3 PM.
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June 2019 Community Readiness Assessment and Results

Community/Tribal Input & Visioning
1) Tribal Council
2) District Meetings
3) Yurok Justice Advisory Board
4) Special Meetings
5) Community Events
Assessing Community Readiness for Change
The Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition (YTWC) initiated the development of the Yurok
Opioid-Response Program. The program aims to address the increasing needs of Yurok individuals
and families impacted by opiate and polysubstance use disorders involved in the criminal justice
system.
The Coalition's main objective is to increase data collection and evaluation methods to
quantify the prevalence and impacts of legal and illegal substance abuse in tribal communities.
To fully assess the needs of our community, YTWC utilized the Community Readiness
Model (CRM) to gain an in-depth understanding of the communities' attitudes and knowledge of
opiate and polysubstance use. The CRM was developed by Colorado State University's Tri-Ethnic
Center for Prevention Research. This model was created to help identify and assess key community
strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement.
This model provides an extensive array of interview questions and procedures that comply
with IRB regulations and standards. Additionally, the model includes a set of open-ended interview
questions condensed into five sections, which are: Knowledge of Efforts, Leadership, Community
Climate, Knowledge of the Issue, and Resources. All five of these dimensions provide an accurate
view of community perceptions of available resources within the community.
For this CRM, the YTWC adapted questions to measure community members' attitudes
towards substance abuse. The YTWC conducted 26 surveys in Del Norte and Humboldt counties
with an emphasis on tribal communities of Klamath, Weitchpec, and Crescent City. The YTWC
incorporated random sampling distribution methods to ensure that our sample produced a diverse
yet accurate depiction of the community. To administer surveys, YTWC representatives applied a
one-to-one interview style, which is very similar to our wellness program's intake process. Next,
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YTWC representatives used an anchored rating scale for scoring each dimension. Average
dimension scores were calculated on a scale from 1-9, with 1 being "no knowledge" and 9 being
"extensive knowledge." The Community Readiness Assessment CRM scoring results are listed in
the table below and the graph on the next page.

Dimension
Knowledge of Efforts
Leadership
Community Climate
Knowledge of Issue
Resources
Overall Community Readiness Score

Average Scores and Standard Deviation
2.8 ± 1.4
3.7 ± 1.8
4.5 ± 1.7
3.3 ± 1.4
2.8 ± 2.0
3.4
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Community Readiness for Community Change

6

Scores
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Results
Community Knowledge of Efforts Dimension Score: 2.8
This dimension score indicates that at least some community members demonstrate
knowledge about local efforts addressing substance abuse in their communities. In assessing the
community knowledge of efforts, 46% of participants indicate that at least some community
members have heard of efforts, programs, activities, or services dedicated to addressing the issue.
However, 54% of participants explain that only a few community members can name efforts or
explain how these services work.
Meanwhile, the figure directed towards the right, demonstrates that 48% of participants
view current efforts as unsuccessful. Participants explain that ongoing efforts or services are very
limiting due to inaccessibility, lack of transportation, and high costs. During the study, participants
are asked, "Why do you think members of your community have this amount of knowledge?"
Participants asserted that there are little to no services available in tribal communities. For
example, one participant stated that "you can't know about what's not there!" Participants continue
to explain that the level of knowledge and awareness is deficient, and people don't hear about
programs unless they receive referrals to facilities elsewhere. Participants advocate for increased
levels of outreach and education to enhance awareness about local efforts.
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Leadership Dimension Score: 3.7
This dimension score indicates that community members believe that this issue is a concern
to at least some community leaders and that some effort is required to address it. Although some
leaders may passively support efforts, community members don't know what leaders are doing to
solve the problem. For example, 42% of participants feel that addressing substance abuse is
extremely important to community leaders. However, when asked about the leadership's expanded
efforts and support, 50% of participants neither agree nor disagree. Some respondents demonstrate
feelings of indifference towards leadership because they don't know what is being done to address
the issue at hand. Fifteen percent (15%) of participants feel that community leaders don't care
about the problem because they have no evidence of change in their communities. A few
participants identify community leaders as law enforcement or police officers, and participants
feel that leaders address the problem by "punishing/targeting users when they seek help."
Participants explain that county officials target tribal members, and to some extent, demonstrate a
sense of mistrust or indifference towards community leaders.
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Community Climate Dimension Score: 4.5
As demonstrated, this dimension score indicates that some community members believe
that this issue is a concern in the community. Also, some community members would support
some capacity of effort to address the problem. Participants were asked, "on a scale from 1-10,
how much of a concern is a substance abuse to members of the community, with 1 being "not a
concern at all" and 10 being "a very great concern"? Moreover, the average score was 10. When
asked, "how many community members would support expanding efforts in the community to
address the issue," 61% of participants indicated that most community members would support in
addressing the issues. Individuals responded to this question with much enthusiasm and asked
about ways to get involved in their communities.
Knowledge of Issue Dimension Score: 3.3
This dimension score indicates that some community members have heard of the issue, but
little else about the specific causes, consequences, signs, and symptoms of suicide and substance
abuse. Forty-eight percent (48%) of participants agree that community members are aware of how
much substance abuse occurs locally. However, 46% explain that community members do not
know the signs and symptoms of substance abuse. Many participants express those individuals are
aware of how substance abuse impacts relationships with family and friends. Every respondent
shared a story of loved ones who have struggled relentlessly with substance abuse disorders. The
figure below demonstrates that despite personal experiences, 46% of participants indicate that
community members do not know what can be done to prevent or treat substance use disorders.
The community demonstrates a high need for increased prevention-based programs and
educational activities to strengthen knowledge and awareness of opiates. A few parents express
the necessity of youth-based programs and activities in preventing substance use disorders, and
parents describe their worries and fears for the children in the community. Some parents
participating in the study suggest that substance use is a "learned behavior," and community
members must work together to challenge the system of substance abuse.
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Resources Related to the Issue Dimension Score: 2.8
This dimension score indicates that community members acknowledge that there are
limited resources available used for further efforts. Participants lack an understanding of how
funds are allocated to address substance abuse. When asked, "How much effort are community
members and/or leadership putting into increasing the resources going towards addressing
substance abuse in your community?" Forty-six percent (46%) of respondents indicated "a little,"
and other respondents did not know what effort "if any" is being allocated towards specifically
helping tribal communities. Many participants responded with "I don't know" and demonstrated a
sense of detachment because they felt as if current efforts did not apply to tribal communities.
Overall Community Readiness Score: 3.4
In conclusion, the overall community readiness score indicates vague awareness. Vague
awareness demonstrates that community members have at least heard about local efforts but know
little about them. Participants explain that community members express limited knowledge of
efforts because there are little to no programs or groups available in their community. Participants
feel that leadership and community members believe that this issue may be a concern in the
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community, but community leaders show no immediate motivation to act. Participants explain that
leadership may address the problem but do not see signs of changes in their communities. A few
demonstrate feelings of mistrust or indifference towards community leaders, such as law
enforcement. Regarding knowledge of the issue, community members demonstrate vague
knowledge of the impacts of substance abuse. However, participants feel that the problem
negatively influences relationships with family and friends. However, community members show
no understanding of how to prevent, treat, or identify signs of abuse. Lastly, participants indicate
that there are limited resources identified that could be used to further efforts to address the issue.
Individuals continuously emphasize that there are little to no funds in their communities, and the
available resources are over capacity.
The community demonstrates a strong need for prevention-based activities and enhanced
educational outreach initiatives. The Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition plans to build strategic
partnerships with key community stakeholders to expand outreach efforts. Restoring balance in
our communities by addressing the impacts of addiction while emphasizing trauma-informed
approaches and holistic and ecological knowledge is paramount. Finally, the YTWC plans to seek
out additional funding opportunities to expand capacity and extend other resources. Many survey
participants express the need for youth-based programs, local treatment options, and sober-living
housing communities. These themes were redundant throughout our research, and the YTWC
plans to address the communities' concerns.
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2018 – 2019 Tribal Action Plan: Goals, Objective, Activities, and Outcomes

Goal 1: Create awareness around opioids and other drugs.
Objective

Person(s)
Responsible

Develop,
implement, and
analyze
Community
Readiness
Survey (CRS)

YTWC

Create a Yurok
Opioid Tribal
Action Plan to
increase
community
awareness &
build trust

YTWC &
Tribal
Council

Asset mapping,
gathering
culturally
appropriate
stories and
traditional
methods to
connect healing
with Yurok
tribal members

YTWC;
Tribal
Council
Elders;
SeventhGeneration;
Community
members

Year 1

Year 2

Outcomes

Increase
community
awareness and
Develop, review,
identify harm
and approve CRS
reduction needs,
strategies &
infrastructure
Formulate
Seek necessary
communications
treatment
between
Implementation, resources &
departments &
analysis, and
responsive
agencies to assist
publish results
infrastructure to
community
develop
awareness
continuity
Begin the
Develop and
healing process
implement effective Review, analyze, of tribal &
communication
perfect, and
community
methods; recordings, continue
members.
films,
monitoring.
Formulate
advertisements,
Share with others diversion
social media,
within the
programming &
posters, podcasts,
community.
individual case
positive messaging
management
plans
Implement,
analyze, and
publish results in
the Tribal Action
Plan (2019)
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Goal 2: Create contracts with agencies to contact tribal members to refer for assistance.
Person(s)
Objective
Year 1
Year 2
Outcomes
Responsible
Update and/or
Develop and
OTA; Tribal
Implementation,
create at least 3
negotiate
Greater access to
Court; Council;
analysis, and
MOU’s and
parameters of
resources
DHHS
publish results
agreements
agreements
Create
Create at least 3 OTA; Tribal
Implementation,
forms/referrals
Greater access to
collaborative
Court; Council;
analysis, and
to accommodate
resources
healthy activities DHHS
publish results
all parties
Formulate list,
Break down the
Coordinate an
OTA; HM/DN
Event, speakers,
set date, invite,
barriers of
Opioid Summit
Agencies; Tribal
quest list,
and perhaps
communication
(Blue Lake, Ca
Court; Council;
community
collaborate with
between justice
2019)
DHHS
members
another coalition
systems
Explore and
Greater access to
create preDevelop and
OTA, Tribal
Implementation, members to heal
disposition to
negotiate
Court, Council,
analysis, and
through
refer the
parameters of
DHHS
publish results
restorative
offender to tribal
agreements
justice
court
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Goal 3: Assessing individuals’ challenges and walking the path along with them.
Objective

Person(s)
Responsible

Supporting addicted
members on the
journey of sobriety.

Tribal Court,
Council,
DHHS,
Housing
Authority,
TERO, Tribal
Police

Treating the whole
family

Mental Health,
Child support,
Batterers
Intervention
Program,
Victims,
County
agencies

Additional
medicinal/emotional
needs

UIHS, Open
Door, Mental
Health, and
Sempervirens

Assessing challenges
for reunification

Tribal Court,
Council,
DHHS,
Housing
Authority,
TERO, Tribal
Police

Year 1
Case
management
with
individual
plans
include
intake, needs
assessment,
treatment,
aftercare,
Wellness
court
Utilizing
Mental
Health,
Child
support,
Supervised
visitations,
Al-Non,
respite plans
MAT and
counseling
to meet the
needs of
members
Addressing
additional
resources as
a member
becomes
healthier.
TANF,
Housing,
employment,
child
support.
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Year 2

Outcomes

Continue with the
member until.
Support through
slips. Praise and
invite to tribal
ceremonies. Explore
options of
employment.

Healthy
reunifications.
Celebrate
with a
member the
life of
sobriety.

Continuum
Analyze, review,
and find possible
changes for family

Resolutions
Families find
peace either
together or
apart

Communicate with
facilities to receive
members’ progress.
Progress at
member’s pace

Member
becomes a
survivor.

Member
becomes selfsufficient
Continuum/Evaluate
with
process.
knowledge of
support if
needed
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Goal 4: Develop Wellness and Treatment Alternatives.
Objective

Person(s)
Responsible
Improve ability
Planning Tribal
to sustain a rapid Court Housing
response to
UIHS Council
address the tribal OTA Funding
community
DHHS/YDHHS
during a crisis
Victim Elders

Year 1

Year 2

Outcomes

Develop a
survey to collect
needs in areas
with limited
resources

Assign
departments to
collect unmet
needs data

Address rapid &
effective response
to community
over-dose, suicide,
and drug-related
deaths

Create a 24-hour
tribal facility for
opioid-related
crisis

Planning,
Council, OTA
DHHS/YDHHS
Victim Elders
Tribal Court
Housing UIHS

Seek funding to
develop
infrastructure(s)
that can assist all
tribal members
in crisis &
recovery

Assign
departments to
plan together
with the needs of
those in crisis

Gain access to
Medically
Assisted
Treatments
(MAT), coordinate
services &
evaluate client to
immediate needs

Develop 10 dayplan in a local
facility to
temporarily
house, feed,
protect, secure,
transport, and
refer clients to
other facilities &
agencies for
more concrete
services

Planning
Council OTA
Funding
DHHS/YDHHS
Victim Elders
Housing Tribal
Court UIHS

Meet people
where they are:
provide clothes,
transportation,
food, hygiene,
showers,
washer/dryer,
beds, alternative
pain
management,
counseling,
referrals &
guidance
Diversion from
drug use to
holistic, organic
therapeutic
strategies to
enhance
longevity &
improve
lifestyles

Alleviate domestic
violence, trauma,
homelessness,
elder & youth
abuse & neglect,
opiate, alcohol,
and other drug
impacts

Develop
strategic plans
and MOA’s
UIHS, Open
Door, Mental
Health,
Harrington
House, County
Courts,
Probation/Parole,
Sober living
facilities and
Sempervirens
Identify pain and Planning,
Develop
stress relief
Council, OTA
activities to
alternatives
Funding, DHHS, eliminate
YDHHS, Victim stressors;
Elders, Tribal
Exercise/Tai Chi
Court, Housing, Meditation
UIHS
Traditional
Healing, PT
Traditional
Ceremonies
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Goal 5: Support Sobriety directly after treatment in a Village Setting.
Objective
Person
Year 1
Year 2
Responsible
Create a spirit of YTWC
Re-establish a
Continuum:
restoration of
Yurok Village
Develop
past beliefs
setting; logistics resources and
within Yurok
of location,
MOU’s
culture for
identify starter
people in
building, and
recovery.
direct services
Develop phases YTWC
Establish
Determine
and priorities
consistent and
sustainability of
of healthy
long-term
funding.
village lifestyles
funding for
Monitor food
to reboot
services
and shelter &
physical and
other needed
emotional
resources
stability

Act on the
YTWC
request of
membership for
housing,
increased job
skills, reentry
work
opportunities,
and
consolidated
localized
supportive
services
Consult,
communicate,
and include
membership in
planning
resources

YTWC

Utilize
nature/culture
village settings
to reinstate
Yurok
spirituality
during
recovering/selfsufficient
family-style with
family
reunification,
traditional
fishing/activities
Include
membership in
planning village
resources
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Develop
dedicated
membership to
provide support
& sustain
activity; develop
wellness
contracts with
clients,
programs &
service providers

Develop
priorities
collected from
membership

Outcomes
Address the ability
to respond to
overdose, suicide,
and deaths through
a continuum of
care
The best medicine
is to have a
positive role,
belong, and have a
purpose with the
assistance of
community,
family &
supportive
continuum of care
Alleviate domestic
violence, trauma,
homelessness,
elder abuse,
opiate, alcohol,
and other drugs
aftermath

Reinforce Yurok
cultural norms that
have evolved
throughout our
communities
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Activities
1. fgfddfgdfg
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Partnerships
1.
Del Norte/Humboldt County Rx Safe Coalitions
2.
Crescent City Police in Del Norte County
3.
Del Norte/Humboldt County Sheriff’s offices
4.
Del Norte/Humboldt Probation Departments
5.
Del Norte/Humboldt County District Attorneys
6.
Del Norte/Humboldt County Public Defenders
7.
Del Norte/Humboldt County AOD Programs
8.
Sempervirens-Psychiatric Health Facility
9.
Sutter Coast Hospital-Crescent City CA
10. St. Joseph Hospital-Eureka CA
11. Mad River Hospital-Arcata CA
12. K’ima:w Medical Center in Hoopa CA
13. K’ima:w Drug and Alcohol Program
14. Healthy Moms Program
15. Del Norte/Humboldt County Mental Health
16. Remi Vista Youth and Family Services-Counseling
17. Yurok Housing Authorities
18. Yurok TANF Program
19. Yurok Tribal Police
20. Yurok Economic Development
21. Yurok TERO Program
22. Yurok Transitional Men’s House- “The Coming Home House”
23. Alcohol and Drug Care Services-Men/Women Residential
24. Oxford House in Crescent City CA
25. HASP Sober Living in Crescent City CA
26. Hazard Assessment and Signage (HASP) in Crescent City CA
27. Del Norte/Humboldt County Department of Health & Human Services
28. United Indian Health Services- MAT Provider
29. United Indian Health Services-Opioid Coalition
30. Del Norte/Humboldt County Open Door Clinic’s-MAT Provider
31. California Department of Motor Vehicles
32. Eureka City Police in Humboldt County
33. Seventh Generations
34. Waterfront Recovery Services-Only Detox Treatment Center
35. Humboldt Recovery-Treatment Center
36. Friendship House Recovery-Treatment Services
37. Department of Rehabilitations
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Essential Partnerships for Accessing Data Systems to Further Develop OTAP
1. United Indian Health Services
2. California Rural Indian Health Board (CRIHB) – California Tribal Epidemiology
Center
3. California Controlled Substance Utilization Review & Evaluation System (CURES)
4. Center for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) - Wonder On-Line Data Systems
5. County Sheriff’s Department
Partnering Agency Collaboration
1. California Rural Indian Health Board
2. United Indian Health Services
3. K’ima:w Medical Center
4. County Health & Human Services & Health Departments
5. County Superior Courts
6. County Sheriff’s Departments
7. School Districts
8. Rx Safe Humboldt Coalition
9. Drug & Alcohol Treatment Centers
10. Federal Partners
a. Indian Health Services (IHS)
b. Health & Human Services
c. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
11. State and Local Partners
a. Senator McGuire
b. Virginia Bass
c. 5th District Supervisor
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Evaluation and Monitoring
The following evaluation form was crafted by the UIHS Opioid Awareness Coalition and

will be administered to YTWC members consistently to monitor the effectiveness of the
coalition and partner services as it relates to addressing the impacts of substance use disorders in
the community.
Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition Evaluation
Thank you for taking a few minutes to complete this evaluation form. By completing this
evaluation, we will learn more about our coalitions’ effectiveness, satisfaction, and impact on the
community, allowing us to continue to improve upon the work that we do.
1. How would you rate the effectiveness of the coalition in addressing the service gaps
within the community?

Not
 Slightly
 Moderately
 Very
 Extremely
at all
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
2. How would you rate UIHS’ ability to provide additional services and/or refer clients to
services in order to address their needs relating to opioid addiction?

Not
at all able

 Slightly
able

 Moderately
able

 Very able

 Extremely able

3. How would you rate your satisfaction with the number of services that UIHS offers to
clients in order to address their needs relating to opioid addiction?

Not
 Slightly
 Moderately
 Very
 Extremely
at all
satisfied
satisfied
satisfied
satisfied
satisfied
4. How satisfied are you with the YTWC Coalition’s work?

Not
 Slightly
 Moderately
 Very
at all
satisfied
satisfied
satisfied
satisfied

 Extremely
satisfied

Evaluation continues on the next page.
5. What has been the greatest impact of the YTWC Coalition?
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6. In what ZIP code is your home located? (Please enter a 5-digit ZIP code)
______________________________
7. What is your age?
 18-24 years old
 25-34 years old
 35-44 years old
 45-54 years old
 55-64 years old
 65+ years old
8. Which best describes the work that you do? (Please check one)









Education
Mental Health
Health care
Social Services
Community organization
Law enforcement
Justice system
Other, please describe: _______________

9. Do you work for a Tribal agency/organization?
 Yes
 No
10. How many YTWC Coalition meetings have you attended?
 1
 2
 3
 4
 5+
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a.

Background and Summer 2020 Strategic Planning Team
To address the successes and challenges of the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition to carryout

2018 – 2019 OTAP, renew Yurok Tribal leaders’ engagement, and update the OTAP to list the
current priorities, a small team within the coalition organized a Summer 2020 YTWC Strategic
Planning series between the June and July coalition meetings. The small team of facilitators
included:
 Jessica Carter, Director, Yurok Tribal Court (YTC)
 Lori Nesbitt, Yurok Opioid Response Program Manager, YTC
 Annelia Hillman, Project Outreach Manager, Yurok Health & Human Services (YHHS)
 Laura Woods, Community Outreach Specialist, YTC
 Mykia Washington, Community Outreach Specialist, YTC
 Daniel Norton Luna, Community Outreach Specialist & AmeriCorps VISTA, YTC
 Arion Jones, Community Outreach Specialist & AmeriCorps VISTA, YTC
The team took inspiration from the California Opioid Safety Network’s (COSN) “Opioid
Safety Strategic Planning: A Toolkit for Local Coalitions” in planning the process of the meetings.
This was the team’s first time and leading the coalition’s strategic planning process without a
trained facilitator, which meant there were many lessons learned. The following summary will
recount the process and note the lessons learned along the way:
At the end of the June 2020 YTWC monthly meeting, coalition members were asked if
they wanted to participate in the Summer 2020 YTWC Strategic Planning. In addition, a coalition
representative attended the June 2020 YJAB meeting to petition members for participation. The
resulting team (including those above) throughout the three 2-hour meetings included:
 Abby Abinanti, Chief Judge, YTC
 Peggy O’Neill, Fiscal Director, Yurok Indian Housing Authority (YIHA)
 William Bowers, Associate Judge, YTC
 Amanda Ammon, Assistant Director, Yurok Tribe Office of Self-Governance (YOSG)
 Bessie Shorty, Youth-at-Risk/Native Connections Program Manager, YTC
 Rob England, Health Promotion and Education Manager, United Indian Health Services
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 Shiann Hogan, Program Manager, DN County Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS), Behavioral Health Branch
 Chris Starets-Foote, Clinical Services Manager, Del Norte County DHHS, Behavioral
Health Branch
 Sandra Lowry, Probation Officer I (Batterers Intervention Facilitator), YTC
 Henry Solares, Grant Writer, Yurok Tribe Planning Department
 Roberta Chavez, Social Worker, YHHS
 Valerie Ryles, Program Coordinator, YHHS, Yurok Opioid Affected Youth Initiative
 Katie Jo Slaughter, Health Education Specialist, HM County Department of Public Health,
Healthy Communities Division, Substance Use Prevention Program
 Phillip Ross II, Substance Use Navigator, Rx Safe Del Norte/Open Door Community
Health Center
b.

Coalition Assessment
The Collaborative Self-Assessment Survey is a tool found in the COSN Strategic Planning

Toolkit to help set the intent of a strategic planning meeting. Before attending the series,
participants were asked to take this survey to assess the YTWC. The results of the survey are stored
in the YTWC Team’s Google Drive. The next two pages show the survey results from the
Sustainability section, which were shared during the first Strategic Planning to give participants
an understanding of how the group generally
felt about the coalition’s impacts.

Lesson learned: Complete a CRA before the
next strategic planning meetings. If done
well, the detailed results will provide an
accurate picture of the community context,

Lesson learned: Use the Collaborative Self-

which will allow the strategic planning team

Assessment Survey to create discussion

to develop appropriate interventions to

among the group prior to strategic planning.

respond to the Yurok tribal community’s

These results lack much meaning without

readiness for change. For more information

respondents’ explaining their choices with

on the CRA, review the Community

examples or contextualizing the successes

Readiness Handbook from the Tri-Ethnic

and challenges in terms of the community’s

Center for Prevention Research, Colorado

expectations.

State University.
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1 – Successful, 2 – Partially Successful, 3 – Challenging, 4 – Very Challenging
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Strategic Planning Sessions
In the context of Session 1: Impact, the above survey acted as an effective catalyst for

participants to take on a reflective mindset, which was necessary before the group began
considering which impacts participants wanted to see a change in for the Yurok tribal community.
The diagram on the next page outlines the impacts participants identified and those they hoped to
bring about.
Lastly, this session also determined which workgroups participants would establish in
future sessions, to accomplish the most compelling impacts. From a list of 11 workgroup ideas,
each participant voted for their top three choices. The table below displays the voting results; the
bold cells identify the three top workgroups, and the italicized cells identify the close runners-up.
The three priority workgroups decided were: 1) Outreach, 2) Data, and 3) Reentry.

Lesson learned: As a group, spend time grouping similar
workgroup ideas under an umbrella workgroup name prior to
voting. Coalescing larger ideas into a common theme
strengthens each vote’s impact and minimizes the risk of split
votes eliminating an entire theme from the top priority list.

Priority Work Group
Data
Outreach
Social Media
Family
Re-Entry
Media
Law Enforcement
Social Justice
Elder
Youth
Recapture
Total
Total # of Voters
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Votes

7
11
5
6
7
1
6
3
1
1
3
51
17
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Past/Current
Impacts

1 - 2 Year
Future Impacts

5 - 10 Year
Future Impacts
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•Created a venue to share info, resources, cultural knowledge related
to the opioid epidemic
•More substance and opioid use disorders awareness
•Community education around opioids and NARCAN trainings
•Unclear where relationship with Law Enforcement has led, is there
follow-up?
•Limited widespread knowledge about the coalition in the
community, what it’s done, what it is
•Created a space to gather input from outside agencies, other tribes,
break silos, and build sustainability in opioid work

•More targeted outreach to youth
o“Connect how it was, how it is, and how it can be.” – Sandra Lowry
•Decrease violence against children
•Train 500 community members how to use NARCAN
oExtend training to homeless
•Address Law Enforcement’s interactions with drug offenders and
people with drug addiction
•Research successful communities to replicate
•Housing and employment opportunities for people in recovery and
transition-age youth
•PSAs about drug addiction and the coalition through various media
•Improve communication between tribal departments
•Establish central place to share coalition information
•More data sharing between partners
•Celebrate successes and uplift role models in tribal leadership
•Build a healthy village setting for recovery, families, and culture
•Increase financial sustainability for coalition and its initiatives
•More reentry and family housing
•Widespread AOD education
•Opioids harder to come by
oPrescriptions come with plan to get off
•Getting rid of dealers with consistent police presence
•Improve communication between tribal departments
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In Session 2: Purpose, participants built on these priority workgroups, with a focus on
establishing the purpose and structure of each. Before attending the meeting, each participant
selected which group they preferred to help craft during Sessions 2 and 3. In the meeting,
participants created purpose statements; ascribed roles for “core team” members; and decided on
workgroup goals for the short-term (1-3 months), mid-term (3-8 months), and long-term (1-2
years).
Lesson learned: Incorporate SMART guidelines into goalmaking. Some workgroups had a difficult time fitting the
SMART guidelines with the goals they already decided, thus
needing to return to this step to clean up their action plan.
Finally, in Session 3: Action, participants prioritized and planned activities to help
accomplish the goals set. The workgroups used the SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Relevant, Time-Bound) guidelines to define these activities. In the end, each workgroup
established future meeting times to facilitate the progress of these new goals. On the following
pages, the resulting action plans for each workgroup are displayed.
d.

Workgroup Action Plans
Upon completion of the strategic planning meetings, every workgroup had more edits to

make to their action plans. For the most up-to-date versions, refer to the shared documents on the
YTWC Team’s Google Drive. Links below:
 Outreach: https://bit.ly/YTWCOutreachActionPlan
 Data: https://bit.ly/YTWCDataActionPlan
 Reentry: https://bit.ly/YTWCRe-EntryActionPlan
The next set of pages outlines each workgroup’s Action Plan. The purpose of each
workgroup and a list of the core team members (and their corresponding roles, described) who
established these workgroups precedes each plan. The plans are broken down into multiple parts:



Goals: Structured according to SMART guidelines and organized by prospective
achievement times:
o Short Term (1 – 3 months)
o Mid-Term (3 – 8 months)
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o Long term (1 – 2 years)








Activities: Specific actions needed to accomplish goals.
Method of Measurement: How the group will track progress made.
Appointee: Person/people who will be responsible for the activity.
Measurable Outcome: Desired Progress.
Timeline: Start date, Target date, End date.
Data Source/Storage: Location of the progress-tracking information.
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Purpose:
To provide outreach/education and training/advocacy for the community; Incorporate Cultural inclusiveness with and how it relates
traditionally to recovery and living in a good way.
Roles:
 Facilitator: Responsible for organizing and leading workgroup meetings, ensuring all voices are heard and the team has
clarity.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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e.

 Timekeeper/Recorder: Keeps track of deadlines and ensures timely discussions during meetings. Records, stores, and reports
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project-related data.
 Note-Taker: Writes meeting notes.
 Alternating Roles: In the event of a core team member’s absence, temporarily fills an empty role.

Role

Team Member

Occupation

Organization

Co-Facilitator

Annelia Hillman

Project Outreach Manager

YHHS

Co-Facilitator

Laura Woods

Community Outreach Specialist

YTC

Timekeeper/ Recorder

Bessie Shorty

Youth-at-Risk/ Native Connections Program Manager

YTC

Note-Taker

Katie Jo Slaughter

Health Education Specialist

HMDPH

Alternating Roles

Rob England

Health Promotion and Education Manager

UIHS

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCOutreachActionPlan
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Core Team:
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Measurable
outcome
Create at least 3
posters by
December 31,
2020
Create at least 20
video testimonials
by December 31,
2020

Data Source/
Storage
Shared folders
on the website
Shared folders
on the website

Create at least 25 Shared folders
posters by Dec 31, on the website
2020

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCOutreachActionPlan
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Short-Term (1 – 3 month) Goals
Goal
Activity
Appointee
Timeline Method of
measurement
Produce
Poster campaign about UIHS
December Share/Like #s from
Educational
alternative pain
YTWC Outreach 31, 2020 social media platforms
content on social management, opioids. workgroup
media.
Video testimonials
UIHS
December Number of participants.
from people with lived YTWC Outreach 31, 2020 Share/Like #s from
experiences with
workgroup
social media platforms.
opioids and opioid
Participant survey
addiction/recovery.
Increase positive Poster campaign with Yurok Prevention December Number of
messaging on
youth with positive
specialists
31, 2020 participants.
Yurok Tribe’s
peer messaging.
Substance Use
Share/Like #s from
social media.
Prevention staff
social media platforms.
YTWC Outreach
Participant survey
workgroup
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Goals & Activities:

Activity

Virtual
Educational
series with
content

Facebook Live
videos on Yurok
Tribe platforms
Create a podcast
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Goals
Plan dinners and
get-togethers.
Create
educational

Data Source/
Storage
Shared folders on
the website

Spring 2021

Long Term (1 – 2 years) Goals
Activity
Appointee
Timeline
Method of
Measurement
Tailgate dinners
Spring 2021, or
and get-togethers
post-COVID
Writer’s
12/31/2021
workshops

Measurable
outcome

Data Source/
Storage
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Create a podcast, Drive-thru live
live events, video activities to
conferencing
promote harm
reduction.
Spring Fling

Measurable
Outcome
Number of
participants from
the target
audience
Evaluation
Launch between List of people
Number of
Nov 2020-March subscribed to the people subscribed
2021
podcast.
to the podcast.
Attendance
Number of
sheets.
people listening.
Evaluation
Evaluation results
6-8 months

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal

Mid-Term (3 – 8 month) Goals
Appointee
Timeline
Method of
Measurement
Yurok Prevention Launching
Number of videos
specialists
between Nov
Sign-In sheets
YTWC Outreach 2020-March 2021 Surveys
workgroup
Evaluation

12/31/2021

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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workshops while Life skills
sustaining virtual workshops
content.
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Data Workgroup: Summer 2020 – Spring 2021 Action Plan

Purpose:
To gather information about how opioids and other substances impact tribal members and tribal youth to support YTWC initiatives.
Roles:
 Facilitator: Responsible for organizing and leading workgroup meetings, ensuring all voices are heard and the team has
clarity.
 Data Tracker: Records and stores project-related data.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

f.

 Timekeeper: Keeps track of deadlines and ensures timely discussions during meetings.
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 Reporter: Leads project-related presentations for the coalition.
 Note-Taker: Writes meeting notes.
 Member: Participates in meetings and activities to accomplish workgroup goals.

Role

Team Member

Occupation

Organization

Facilitator

Amanda Ammon

Assistant Director

YOSG

Timekeeper

Lori Nesbitt

Opioid Response Program Manager

YTC

Reporter

Phillip Ross II

Substance Use Navigator

RxSafe DN/Open Door

Note-Taker

Roberta Chavez

Social Worker

YHHS

Data Tracker

Shiann Hogan

Program Manager

DN DHHS

Member

Sandra Lowry

Probation Officer I

YTC

Member

Daniel Norton Luna

Community Outreach Specialist/AmeriCorps VISTA

YTC

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCDataActionPlan
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Core team:

Goal
Connect Data
Workgroup
Team.
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Discover
existing data
from seven (7)
local sources.

Measurable
outcome
Complete action
plan and convene to
accomplish goals.
Participation.
The Agency
representative
presents on types of
data the agency
collects in the
meeting.

Data Source/
Storage
YTWC Team
Google Drive.
The coalition
shared drive.
Microsoft Teams
App
Microsoft Teams
– YTWC Data
Workgroup
Team shared
files.

Culminating
presentation for the
coalition at October
2020 YTWC
meeting.
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Short-Term (1 – 3 month) Goals
Activity
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
Schedule regular meetings Facilitator
7/17/2020 Review action plan
and invite core team
shared document.
members.
Quarterly reports
on goal progress.
Get on Microsoft Teams – The core
7/17/2020 Chat Activity.
YTWC Data Workgroup
team and
Team.
members
Engage UIHS to understand Amanda
Presentation
existing data and ways to
Ammon
materials. Meeting
gain access.
notes.
Engage K’ima:w Medical
Roberta
Center (KMC) to understand Chavez
existing data and ways to
gain access.
Engage Humboldt County
Department of Public
Health to understand
existing data and ways to
gain access.
Engage Del Norte County
Department of Public
Health to understand
existing data and ways to
gain access.
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Goals & Activities:
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Collect existing
tribal-affiliated
data.

Engage Yurok Tribal Police
to understand existing data
and ways to gain access.
Engage Humboldt County
Sheriff’s Office to
understand existing data and
ways to gain access.
Engage Del Norte County
Sheriff’s Office to
understand existing data and
ways to gain access.
Engage CRIHB to
understand existing data and
ways to gain access.
Explore CURES 2.0
Database, train team to
draw current and past data.
Explore Center for Disease
Control national data.

Research successful tribal
practices for establishing a
public health database.

Measurable
outcome

Presentation
The Agency
materials. Meeting representative
notes.
presents on types of
data the agency
collects in the
meeting.
Culminating
presentation for the
coalition at October
2020 YTWC
meeting.
A research report Understanding
describing critical, qualities of a good
essential, and
tribal public health
desired qualities of database.
a tribal public
health database.

Data Source/
Storage

Microsoft Teams
– YTWC Data
Workgroup
Team shared
files.

Microsoft Teams
– YTWC Data
Workgroup
Team shared
files.
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Discover
existing data in
statewide and
national data
sources.

Activity

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal

Short-Term (1 – 3 month) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement

Activity
Establish a central location
to store tribal public health
data about the opioid
epidemic.
Follow the respective
processes outlined to gain
access to and store data
from each of the local data
sources.
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Activity

Get county
agencies’ intake
forms to include
Tribal Affiliation.

Attend DN-SIM
Assessment and Screening
Tools Workgroup.
Meet with HM Mental
Health Director.
Meet with Trico MH
Director.

Mid-Term (3 – 8 month) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement

Data Source/
Storage
TBD

Tribal public health Central tribal
database populated. public health
database.

Measurable
outcome

Data Source/
Storage
2020 – 2021 Opioid Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup

Goal

# of MOUs and
uploaded data
organized into a
database.

Measurable
outcome
Capacity to store
and access tribal
public health data.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal

Short-Term (1 – 3 month) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
Operating central
location address.
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Activity

Measurable
outcome

Data Source/
Storage
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Resolve Health
Insurance
Portability and
Accountability
Act (HIPAA)
Barriers
Resolve Special
Education Local
Plan Areas
(SELPA)
Barriers.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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Goal

Long Term (1 – 2 years) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement

2020 – 2021 Opioid Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup
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Reentry Workgroup: Summer 2020 – Spring 2021 Action Plan

Purpose:
To build a Wellness Village which will include reentry housing, vocational learning opportunities, childcare services, community food
garden, smokehouse (and cultural activities), and regional treatment services. The workgroup will coordinate the planning and
development of the Wellness Village by seeking out funding sources, building partnerships, and researching similar models.
Roles:
 Facilitator: Responsible for organizing and leading workgroup meetings, ensuring all voices are heard and the team has

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

g.

clarity.
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 Timekeeper: Keeps track of deadlines and ensures timely discussions during meetings.
 Reporter: Leads project-related presentations for the coalition.
 Note-Taker: Writes meeting notes.
 Planner: Participates in meetings and activities to accomplish workgroup goals.

Team Member

Occupation

Organization

Co-Facilitator

Mykia Washington

Community Outreach Specialist

YTC

Co-Facilitator

Peggy O’Neill

Fiscal Director

YIHA

Note-Taker/Reporter

Henry Solares

Grant Writer

Planning

Planner

Abby Abinanti

Chief Judge

YTC

Planner

Bill Bowers

Associate Judge

YTC

Member

Jessica Carter

Court Director

YTC

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCRe-EntryActionPlan
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Role

TBD

Core Team:
Goals & Activities:
Goal

Activity

Establish a
Meeting once a week.
workgroup
meeting schedule Ongoing Meetings

Short Term (1 – 3 months) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
Mykia
1 Month
Meeting Notes
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3 Months

Meeting Notes

2 Months

Paperwork
Affirming this.

1 month

Presentation
Completion

TBD

Paperwork
affirming this
Document
summary of the
applicable source
Outline plan of
resources or lit
review to analyze
best practices

3 Months
3 Months

Data Source/
Storage
Google Docs
Google Docs
YIHA records
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
YIHA records
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCRe-EntryActionPlan
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Mykia/
Peggy
Determine which Get Yurok Housing Agency Peggy
entity will
to be the one to manage.
manage the
facility
Developing a plan to do a
Mykia/
presentation to present to
Peggy
the YIHA/Council
Work with YIHA officials Peggy
on a management plan
Review
HUD Grants
Peggy/
recommended
Mykia/
resources,
Henry
documents, and Humboldt/Del Norte have
Mykia
information on
property lists eligible for
similar facilities affording housing
development

Measurable
outcome
Plans and notes
updated
Plans and notes
updated
Completed
paperwork dated
and signed
Finished
presentation slides
available
Completed financial
plan
Email to the
workgroup, PDF
copy
Completed
Document and
shared it with the
group

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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Timekeeper
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Henry/ Bill/
Abby

Develop a housing survey,
find a list of who to deliver
the information

Henry/
Mykia

Goal

Activity

Outline what
services to
include in the

Supportive Housing

Completed
Document

The completed
document was
presented to the
group
Documents with
The completed
rules, policies, and document was
facility design
presented to the
group
Survey results and Data analysis report
analysis of data

Mid-Term (3 – 8 month) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
All
6 Months Developed an
executive
summary and
rough plan

Measurable
outcome
Executive Summary
presented to YIHA
residential
management

Data Source/
Storage
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

Data Source/
Storage
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

For most up-to-date version: https://bit.ly/YTWCRe-EntryActionPlan
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Community
input

Wraparound services

Measurable
outcome
Completed
Document

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Short Term (1 – 3 months) Goals
Goal
Activity
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
Draft housing
Research on other models
Henry
2 Months Document with a
rules and facility
list of other kinds
policies
of models
Sketching our
Henry
2 Months Documents with
program/policy
rules, policies, and
facility design
Developing
Indigenous garden and food Henry/
Documents with
policy focuses
access,
Mykia
rules, policies, and
on research
facility design

Measurable
outcome
Executive Summary
presented to Jessica
Carter

Data Source/
Storage
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

Executive Summary Yurok One
presented to
Drive/ Share
Council
Point
Yurok Govt
Records

Printed Report of
nearby resources

Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

Executive Summary Yurok One
presented to
Drive/ Share
Council
Point

Executive Summary Yurok One
presented to the
Drive/ Share
group
Point
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Approval
paperwork
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Mid-Term (3 – 8 month) Goals
Goal
Activity
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
rural regional
Connections to Tribal Court Bill and
6 Months Developed an
treatment model
Abby
executive
summary and
rough plan
Contact Jude Marshall about Mykia
Contact made with
Potawot Model
Jude
Identify Medicaid/ACA
Henry
2 Months Developed an
supportive services billing
executive
summary and
rough plan
Coordinate with Communicate with the
Peggy
2 Months` Permission
the tribal council council
Granted by Tribal
and tribal
Council
departments to
Boring and Ross properties Henry/
3 Months GIS/Parcel Quest
discuss land and
Mykia
investigation/ inlocation options
person windshield
tour
Investigate road
Peggy/
5 months
Developed an
development plan for
Henry
executive
potential sites
summary and
rough plan for
boring/Ross
Finding the site Developing the planning
Henry/
4 Months Develop
side of constructing a
Peggy/
documents
housing
Mykia
Developing a
Scoping out water systems, Henry
4 Months Utilize GIS,
plan for a large greenhouse plans, tool
research, make
sustainable grade planning
plans, and such to

Activity

community
garden
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Childcare
implementation
plan
Community
design and
development
Group
Maintenance

COVID-19 planning hiring
staff, and maintenance
Community outreach plan
generation
Bi-Monthly Check-Up

Activity

Establish a
Wellness Village
which includes
reentry housing
community
Create a
community food
garden

How to work on entry and
reentry

2 Months

Meeting Notes

Long Term (1 – 2 years) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
All

Deciding how to hire and
train garden employees

Henry

1 Year

O&M

Henry

1 Year

Developed a plan
and executive
summary
Developed a plan
and executive
summary

Data Source/
Storage

Executive Summary
presented to the
group
A certain number of
Facebook/mailing
posts completed
Plans and notes
updated

Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Facebook/
Share Point

Measurable
outcome
Executive Summary
presented to
Community

Data Source/
Storage
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

Executive Summary
presented to TERO,
Courts, YIHA
Executive Summary
presented to TERO,
Courts, YIHA

Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point

Google Docs
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Goal

Mykia

Measurable
outcome

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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Goal

Mid-Term (3 – 8 month) Goals
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
create a plan for
building a
community garden
onsite
Henry
4 Months Developed an
executive
summary
Mykia
3-8 Months Developed Plan

Design services
for childcare,
family, veteran
services, and
vocational
learning

Veteran service settings

Abby/
Henry

Vocational settings

Bill/ Henry

Measurable
outcome
Executive Summary
presented to TERO,
Courts
MOU with
Education
Department
Executive Summary
presented to Tribal
Vets
MOU with TERO
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Data Source/
Storage
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
Yurok One
Drive/ Share
Point
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Construct rural
regional health
models or rural
regional
treatment
services.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal

Long Term (1 – 2 years) Goals
Activity
Appointee Timeline Method of
measurement
Community Garden Market Henry
1 Year
Developed a plan
Planning
and executive
summary
Childcare Settings
Henry
1 Year
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Evaluation and Monitoring
Over the next year, the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition will use three methods to evaluate

its effectiveness and monitor progress. The Community Readiness Assessment will help the
coalition understand the Yurok tribal community’s perspective on the coalition’s impacts.
Quarterly Progress Check-Ins will promote accountability among the workgroups to accomplish
their respective goals and activities. Finally, the Collaborative Self-Assessment will allow
coalition members to discuss YTWC’s structure and encourage improvements to the way the
coalition operates.
i.

Community Readiness Assessment
The YTWC will conduct two additional studies regarding the Yurok tribal community’s

attitudes and knowledge of issues related to opioid and polysubstance use. In Summer 2020, the
YTWC will adapt questions to conduct a CRA for youth ages 12 – 24. In Winter 2020/2021, the
YTWC will conduct a follow-up CRA to the one conducted in June 2019, to see how the Yurok
tribal community’s readiness for change has progressed.
Yurok Youth (Summer 2020) – YHHS and YTC staff began planning the CRA
specifically targeting the youth in June 2020, to help both departments develop youth
substance use prevention programming. The team will share results with the YTWC when
the project is complete and include a report in the OTAP.
Yurok Tribal Community (Winter 2020/2021) – Conducting the CRA will give the
YTWC an understanding of how the Yurok tribal community’s attitudes and knowledge
have changed since the CRA was conducted in June 2019. These results will inform the
YTWC of the impacts it has made from the community’s standpoint and more generally,
where the community stands regarding the issues related to opioid and polysubstance use.
The strategic timing of this CRA will provide results for the YTWC to use before it engages
in its planned strategic planning in Spring 2021.
ii.

Quarterly Progress Check-Ins
The progress check-ins will provide the opportunity for each workgroup to connect with

the broader YTWC membership and safeguard the group from developing silos. The check-in
presentations will include:
1) Workgroup progress, in terms of successes and challenges
2) Information that will help the coalition accomplish its mission
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3) Updates to changes in the action plan
4) Opportunities to gather feedback
The workgroups will report progress on their respective action plans to the YTWC quarterly, at
the monthly meetings noted below:
 Tuesday, Oct 20, 2020
 Tuesday, Jan 19, 2021
 Tuesday, Apr 20, 2021
Each workgroup will receive at least 20 minutes for their progress report presentations, including
time for questions and comments.
iii.

Collaborative Self-Assessment
Before the Spring 2021 Strategic Planning, the YTWC will organize a setting for members

to engage in the Collaborative Self-Assessment Survey. This assessment has participants score to
what degree they find YTWC successful or challenged in the following dimensions:
 Shared Vision

 Facilitative Leadership

 Inclusivity & Participation

 Effective Communication

 Sound Decision-Making

 Sustainability

The Facilitating Team will incorporate the themes from the resulting discussion into the strategic
planning focus; drawing on the strengths demonstrated through successes and addressing the
weaknesses identified by the coalition’s challenge areas.
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2021-2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
a.

Background and Summer 2021 Strategic Planning Team
In March 2021, the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition (YTWC) formed a Steering Committee

comprised of representatives from a handful of Yurok tribal departments and leaders of the Data,
Outreach, and Wellness Village (previously Reentry) workgroups to help organize the coalition
meetings and processes. This team organized in the Summer 2021 YTWC Strategic Planning
meetings between August and September coalition meetings. The team included:
 Amanda Ammon, Acting Director, Yurok Office of Self Governance (YOSG)
 Annelia Hillman, Project Outreach Manager, Yurok Health & Human Services – Client
Services Department (YHHS-CSD)
 Bessie Shorty, Native Connections Program Manager, Yurok Tribal Court (YTC)
 Lori Nesbitt, Wellness Program Manager, YTC
 Henry Solares, Grant Writer, Yurok Planning & Community Development Department
 Holly Reed, Prevention Specialist, YHHS-CSD
 Daniel Norton Luna, Community Outreach Specialist, YTC
 Erin Butler, AmeriCorps VISTA, YTWC
 Ethan Makulec, AmeriCorps VISTA, YTWC
 Seth Hasler, AmeriCorps VISTA, YTWC
Strategic planning began at the August 2021 meeting with a review of the accomplishments
and challenges from the previous year; to identify the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Trouble (SWOT); and to start developing the workgroup’s action plans. The team took inspiration
from the Tri-Ethnic Center’s 2nd Edition “Community Readiness Handbook” in planning the
process of these meetings after publishing the 2021 Yurok Youth Community Readiness
Assessment and sharing it with the YTWC and Yurok Tribal Council in July 2021. All three
YTWC workgroups continued to meet with their teams to compose their action plans over the next
month. At the September 2021 YTWC meeting, the YTWC Steering Committee presented the
results of the SWOT exercises from the previous meeting and presented the final drafts of the Data,
Outreach, and Wellness Village workgroup’s action plans.
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Year-in-Review Accomplishments & Challenges

Outreach Workgroup
In 2020/2021, the Outreach Workgroup successfully formed the Suicide Prevention Task
Force as a subgroup of the workgroup. In September the Suicide Prevention Task Force launched
a week-long “You Belong” social media campaign to coincide with Suicide Prevention Week.
Throughout the year there were 9 main outreach events put on by the Outreach Workgroup.
These included the Spring Fling, the “Wellness and Recovery” Community Opioid Summit, and
the “Let’s Connect” Yurok Youth Opioid Summit. Another of these events, the Skue-yech Sonee-nah puppet show and traditional storytelling done at Orick School in collaboration with the
Arcata Playhouse, was such a success that the program will be brought to other area schools in
the coming year. The American Indian Life Skills workshops and the Weaving Wellness
speaker’s series were also valuable events. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Outreach
Workgroup distributed food boxes and PPE. The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting shutdown
posed a big challenge for the Outreach Workgroup. Virtual programming had to take the place of
in-person events, and it was challenging to ensure cultural practices and lessons were
incorporated into the virtual space. The lack of accessible clinical resources, especially during
the pandemic, was another challenge for the Outreach Workgroup.
Data Workgroup
The Yurok Tribal Data Collection Project was a big accomplishment of the Data
Workgroup in 2020/2021. Round 1, consisting of Humboldt and Del Norte County interviews,
was completed along with the accompanying report. Round 1 consisted of 9 interviews with
outside agencies. Round 2 of interviews, conducted with Yurok Tribal Departments, was also
completed, and the report is in progress. Round 2 consisted of 5 interviews. The NIHB grant was
awarded in 2020/2021 to help with data analysis and writing the reports. This grant is currently
being used to help write the report for the second round of interviews and marks a big
accomplishment of the Data Workgroup. At the same time, meeting grant deadlines presented a
challenge for the workgroup. An extension was needed and acquired, as a lack of data experience
and expertise made the process take longer than anticipated. Similarly, navigating policies and
procedures surrounding data sharing was a challenge without the help of a data professional.
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However, the NIHB grant has allowed the workgroup to obtain the help of Dr. Blythe George in
writing the second report.
Wellness Village Workgroup
The Wellness Village Workgroup succeeded in developing and solidifying an outreach
plan at each of the districts while devising incentives to make it possible. The Wellness Village
Workgroup was also able to identify key grant opportunities that can be applied for routinely
each year— these include HUD ICDGB, HUD IHBG, USDA RD, Choice Neighborhoods.
Managing the loss of organizing staff and finding funding for the start-up costs of establishing
the first Village were challenging for the Wellness Village Workgroup. It was also a challenge to
navigate meeting grant application requirements while staying true to the holistic vision of the
Wellness Villages and to coordinate the differences in implementation infrastructure of
behavioral health and the need to sustain the housing aspects for program fiscal health.
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2021 Yurok Youth Community Readiness Assessment

The Community Readiness Model (CRM) was developed to help identify and assess key
community strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement. The scoring is broken down into
five sections which are: Knowledge of Efforts, Leadership, Community Climate, Knowledge of
the Issue, and Resources. All five of these dimensions provide an accurate view of community
perceptions of available resources within the community.
The CRM’s goal is to provide community insight into where the community stands on certain
topics (include topics of interest). For this CRM, the YTWC team crafting the report decided
early on to make the voice of the Yurok community’s youth (age 12-24) stand at the forefront of
the assessment. To facilitate this decision, the team chose the following definitions of “issue”
and “community”:
-

Issue: Alcohol and other drug use (AOD use), i.e., drinking alcohol, using
prescription medications (especially painkillers), and ‘street drugs,’ like heroin and
methamphetamine.

-

Community: The youth interviewee’s friends and family in your area

The team hoped the youth informants would find the broad category of “AOD use” easier to
relate to, as opposed to asking questions about specific drug classes they might not feel they
know about (for example, opioids). Professionals in the fields of substance use prevention,
treatment, and recovery research are recognizing the polysubstance nature of the U.S. ‘Opioid’
Crisis. 8 In addition, the team felt the youth informants would feel more comfortable and capable
of sharing the perspectives, beliefs, and opinions of their friends and family members rather than
those of the tribal community at large.
The team selected interview questions from a sample interview in the CRM handbook. 9
After reviewing the questions, the team simplified some questions to make them more relatable
to the youth. With an interview prepared, the team identified five interviewers and tasked the
interviewers with finding six youth respondents in each area. Interviewers were instructed to
attempt to find a balance of youth at different ages, education levels (middle school, high school,
and college), and background (some who might be struggling at home, in school, or with the law
Cicero, PhD, T. J., Ellis, MPE, M. S., & Kasper, MPH, Z. A. (2020). Polysubstance Use: A Broader Understanding
of Substance Use During the Opioid Crisis. American Journal of Public Health, 244-250.
9
Tri-Ethnic Center for Prevention Research. “Community Readiness for Community Change.” Colorado State
University, pp 43-48.
8
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vs. those who experience greater stability in the home, excel in school, and are not involved in
the juvenile justice system). In addition, the team secured Native-made hand-crafted goods as
incentives to give youth participants as gratitude for their completed interviews. In total,
interviewers conducted community readiness assessments with a total of 17 youth in December
2020 and January 2021. The interviewers recorded each interview and transcribed them to a
digital format with the Survey 123 online platform.
The team identified two scorers to review and score the assessments according to the process
and scoring rubric outlined in the CRM handbook. 10,11 The scorers used the results to calculate
average dimension scores and an overall average score. The next section of this report displays
these average scores with an explanation below.
Lastly, the team reviewed the overall tribal community scores and the corresponding
recommendations from the CRM Handbook to produce a few suggestions to continue making
progress on the issue of AOD use.
The following overview of the data is found in more detail in our 2021 Yurok Youth
Community Readiness Assessment, published by the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition in July
2021.
Community Knowledge of Efforts Dimension Score: 3.9
Our results demonstrate the community is in a Vague Awareness stage regarding local
knowledge of efforts addressing AOD use. This assessment indicates community members have
heard of local efforts but know little about them. Most of the community learns about efforts
through word-of-mouth and social media. Participants noted some programs give informational
presentations; however, these would be greatly improved with more engaging presenting styles.
In addition, many community members experience transportation and motivational barriers to
attending program activities. Community members judge the helpfulness of programs on how
adequately they overcome these barriers and provide resources to ensure engagement.
Leadership Dimension Score: 3.8
Our results demonstrate the community is in a Vague Awareness stage regarding its
leadership addressing AOD use. This assessment indicates at least some of the leadership

For scoring process: Tri-Ethnic Center for Prevention Research. “Community Readiness for Community Change.”
Colorado State University, pp 26-29.
11
For the scoring rubric: Ibid, pp 49-53.
10
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believes that this issue may be a concern in this community. Participants credited leadership for
the increasing number of presentations addressing AOD use, illustrating efforts to prioritize the
issue. However, participants also reported laws and policies addressing AOD use are not
enforced consistently, which sends a mixed message about leadership’s attitude on AOD use in
the tribal community.
Community Climate Dimension Score: 3.6
Our results demonstrate the community is in a Vague Awareness stage regarding the
community climate towards addressing AOD use. This assessment indicates some community
members believe that this issue may be a concern in the community. However, many efforts to
address it stay within the household and currently, do not expand into community-level action.
However, in the event community action was organized, participants felt many would support
efforts and some would play a key role in leading the activity. Of those who care less about
addressing AOD use, some would still somewhat support efforts addressing the issue, some feel
it should be tolerated and a few may oppose addressing it.
Knowledge of the Issue Dimension Score: 5.4
Our results demonstrate the community is in a Preparation stage regarding the
community’s knowledge of AOD use. This assessment indicates at least some community
members know some about causes, consequences, signs, symptoms, and that the issue occurs
locally. Participants expressed that the community is familiar with it due to the prevalence of
AOD use in the local environment and many social circles. The strongest areas of knowledge are
“Alcohol and other drugs, in general” and the “Consequences of AOD use.” The weakest areas
of knowledge are “How much AOD use occurs” and the “Causes of AOD use.” Some
participants reported misconceptions about AOD use that encourage one to use and other
misconceptions to spread fear, as a prevention effort. Most impactful sources of knowledge for
community members include informed community leaders, family and friends, and social media.
Resources Related to the Issue Dimension Score: 3.1
Our results demonstrate the community is in a Vague Awareness stage regarding the
community’s resources for addressing AOD use. This assessment indicates some resources could
be used for further efforts. There is little or no action to allocate these resources to this issue.
Participants expressed some youth and elder volunteers would participate in efforts. In addition,
there are a lot of people with experience in substance use disorder who could be interested in
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participating in efforts to help others access wellness services or prevent youth AOD use. Lastly,
there is some school instruction time that could be used as well. Efforts by leaders and
community members have been limited to leverage these resources towards addressing AOD
use.
Overall Community Readiness Score: 4.0
In conclusion, the overall community readiness score indicates the Yurok tribal community is
in a Pre-planning stage. This stage is characterized by the following features:
•

A few community members have at least heard about local efforts but know little about
them.

•

Leadership believes that this issue may be a concern in this community. Yet they are
perceived as showing no immediate motivation to act.

•

At least some community members believe that this issue may be a concern in the
community. They show no immediate motivation to act.

•

At least some community members know some about the causes, consequences, signs,
symptoms, and that the issue occurs locally.

•

Some resources could be used for further efforts. There is little or no action to allocate
these resources to this issue.

To continue making progress to address AOD use within the tribal community, the YTWC
will participate in a strategic planning process in July 2021 to organize and coordinate coalition
and workgroup efforts for 2021 – 2022. Furthermore, the team that worked to produce the Yurok
Youth Community Readiness Assessment will make suggestions for raising the readiness levels
in the lowest dimensions. Since many scores are in Stage 3: Vague Awareness range, the YTWC
sought to spend more efforts to present information at local community events and unrelated
community groups, as they occur following loosening COVID-19 pandemic-related gathering
restrictions. The YTWC should continue outreach efforts: posting flyers, posters, and billboards.
In addition, the YTWC should continue initiating events to present information on the issue—
however, it needs to work on improving the level of engagement with these events and make
them as fun or beneficial as possible to potential attendees. Finally, the YTWC should expand
efforts to publish editorials and articles in local newsletters and on the media with general
information that relates to the local situation.
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SWOT Exercise
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Workgroup Action Plans
The workgroup action plans are living documents, so as our work environment changes,

and new opportunities and challenges present themselves—the workgroup may adjust the activities
and timelines to meet the goals outlined. For the most up-to-date versions, refer to the shared
documents on the YTWC Team’s Steering Committee channel on Microsoft Teams—linked
below.
 Outreach: Click here.
 Data: Click here.
 Wellness Village: Click here.
The next set of pages outlines each workgroup’s Action Plan. The purpose of each
workgroup and a list of the core team members (and their corresponding roles, described) who
established these workgroups precedes each plan.
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Outreach Work Group Action Plan

Purpose: To provide outreach/education and training/advocate for the community; Incorporate Cultural
inclusiveness with and how it relates traditionally to recovery and living in a good way.
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Core Team Roles:
Facilitators – Annelia Hillman and Holly Reed
Note-taker – Erin Butler
Skue-yech Son-ee-nah Lead – Laura Woods
Suicide Prevention Task Force Lead – Bessie Shorty
EEE’ Lead – Lau-lei Lawrence
(Other Roles, as needed) –
For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Outreach Workgroup

Goals: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound (SMART)
1. Streamline and create a wellness curriculum that incorporates Yurok language and culture.
2. Community outreach events.
3. Using the Red Road curriculum, create AA, NA meetings, and Sobriety Gatherings for men,
women, and young adults.
4. Providing prevention group activities for youth.
5. Involve tribal leadership in our messaging.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

f.
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Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-bring the idea to
the Wellness
meeting

-a manual which provides
instructions or guidelines on how
to perform Yurok wellness
activities, and will serve as a
reference book to promote
wellness, strengthening the
individual

-programs utilize manual in
their day-to-day

-YHHS is working
on a calendar
already

-Knowing when certain foods and
materials are ready to harvest
would allow us to form harvesting
groups, people could learn the
names of the foods

-Pre/post-surveys as indicators
of development of seasonal
gathering knowledge

Start?

End?

Create a subcommittee
to develop, create,
discuss Yurok Wellness
Curriculum

September

TBD

Create a seasonal
calendar

Ongoing

-seasonal food gathering
-ceremonies

-self-respect
-puberty
-relationships
(bi-annual)
T prep curriculum(?)

ongoing

-will come
back to
the
timeline
after we
talk to
Dorothy
October
2021

-Dorothy has a
seasonal foods
calendar, Holly will
touch base with
Dorothy

-This calendar would be part of a
Yurok Wellness Curriculum
book/manual

-survey: how many times do
you use the manual, what parts
do you use the most, what
parts need to be
strengthened/added

-We have a completed calendar
that provides opportunities for
cultural connection and
reconnection that will provide
for overall health and wellness

-Access to Yurok traditional
seasonal gathering calendar
October
2022

-Dorothy, TANF
staff
-a collaboration
with other
programs, YOR,
suicide prevention

-2 bi-annual extensive trainings,
with cultural workshops in
between (talking about coming of
age, relationships, etc)

- pre- and postsurveys/assessments

-workshops for parents
-increased understanding of
traditional Yurok family values

For most up-to-date version: Click here.
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Sex Education Courses

2021

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
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Goal 1: Streamline a cultural wellness curriculum that incorporates Yurok language and culture.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-YTWC outreach
subcommittee(s)

-seasonal campaigns

-an annual survey that shows
the impact of wellness
campaigns

Wellness Campaign that
coincides with cultural
wellness curriculum

Start?

End?

August
2021

ongoing

(ex- winter: grief, storytelling)
-inform the community about
wellness

-social media engagement

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 1: Streamline a cultural wellness curriculum that incorporates Yurok language and culture.
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Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

Outreach
subcommittee

-youth and community are more
informed

-registration and participation
of participants

-YHHS planning
committee

-opportunities provided for
learning/collaboration

-registration and participation
of community educators

-strengthening cultural awareness

-Summit post-questionnaire

-bring cultural inclusivity and
awareness to these schools

-delivering cultural awareness
instruction (for both staff and
students)

Provide opportunities
for programs to the table
(or present) educational
materials

Start?

End?

Fall 2021

Summer
2022

-Youth Summit
-Spring Fling

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 2: Community Outreach Events.

-Fall Feast
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Yurok Storytelling and
Shadow Puppets
-Margaret Keating
-Big Lagoon Elementary
-Trinidad Elementary
-Hoopa Elementary

June 2022

Laura Woods
(Skue-yech Son-eenah Lead)

-awareness of the importance of
storytelling for cognitive, social,
and emotional development

-delivering wellness
curriculum

-awareness of traditional Yurok
values, wellness, resiliency

-attendance numbers at a
community play

-community play

-exit survey for children, exit
survey for staff/adults

-inspire older Yurok youth (1624) to be involved in the program
(reoccurring/continual
engagement)
-artistic expression as therapy

-attendance, participation of
Yurok youth, self-report future
engagement (would they
recommend this to their
peers?)
-self-report of growth/skills
development from older Yurok
youth

For most up-to-date version: Click here.
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-Kepel Boys and Girls
Club

September
2021

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-Ron Bates is
holding Red Road
to Recovery
meetings, to be
held in person with
access to virtual
attendees.

-increase participation in the
AOD program

- longstanding, continuous
participation, leadership
growth (participants stepping
into leadership roles)

Provide
support/intervention
group activities for
adults/youth
-AA and NA
-Red Road to Recovery

Start?

End?

August
2021

TBD/
Ongoing
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-Holly Reed could
potentially lead an
upriver meeting

-Red Road: bridges the cultural
gap, uses different verbiage, more
inclusive to native communities
-facilitator will be able to identify
gaps in cultural knowledge to
inform curriculum development

-increasing number of
meetings on the reservation

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 3: Use the Red Road curriculum to create AA, NA meetings, and Sobriety Gatherings for men, women, and
young adults.

-facilitator can provide insights
to the Yurok Wellness
Curriculum subcommittee

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Outreach Workgroup
For most up-to-date version: Click here.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-all YHHS
programs

-increase in understanding of life
skills

-pre/post surveys

-provide a safe, non-judgmental
place where each participant can
contribute to the discussion about
a difficult/important issue

-sign-in sheets

-understanding community
organizing skills

-pre/post surveys

Hold AILS (American
Indian Life Skills)
sessions.

Start?

End?

October

March

2021

2022

-run by Annelia
-YOR program

Hold Talking Circles.
-Hoopa Elementary

August
2021

August
2022
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-Jack Norton School
-Tay

-completion of cultural
activities during a talking circle

Bessie Shorty,
Youth At-Risk
Program

-Two Feathers
-North District Building
Establish Youth
Wellness Coalition.

Shayna
McCullough, Youth
At-Risk Program

August
2021

Ongoing

Tobacco Wellness,
YOAYI

-attendance

-increased knowledge of Yurok
cultural values
March
2022

Early
summer
2022

-YTWC outreach
workgroup

-engage youth voice and choice
while planning the summit
-increased youth participation in
planning
-increased youth participation as
presenters at Summit

-planning survey results
-attendance at planning
sessions
-number of youth presenters
-evaluations returned

-increase in returned evaluations

For most up-to-date version: Click here.
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Outreach Workgroup

-increased youth engagement

Hold Youth Summit that
coincides with cultural
wellness curriculum

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 4: Provide prevention group activities for youth.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-Annelia, Daniel

-more leadership buy-in and
awareness of wellness initiatives
and accomplishments

-presentations delivered
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Start?

End?

Educational
Presentations at Council
Meetings and District
Meetings

October
2021

October
2022

Identify community
leaders who want to
participate in PSAs

January
2022

Create PSAs or signage
with involvement from
community leaders

February
2022

-informing the community,
engaging in dialogue with the
community
February
2022

February
2023

Project leads

-Outreach
workgroups

-community readiness level
increases
-feedback

-increased
knowledge/participation of
community leaders

-list of willing community
leaders

-increased community awareness

-community readiness score
increased

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 5: Involve tribal leadership in our messaging.

-list of specific PSAs we want to
do

-community
leaders

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Outreach Workgroup
For most up-to-date version: Click here.

Data Workgroup: 2022 Action Plan

Data Work Group Action Plan

Purpose: To gather information about how opioids and other substances impact tribal members and
tribal youth to support YTWC initiatives.
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For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup

Goals: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound (SMART)
1. Develop a broad survey to gather poll data from each district.
2. Complete 2022 Community Readiness Assessment with a focus on adults.
3. Report 2021 Yurok Tribal Data Collection Project to Yurok Tribal Council.
4. Create a report about the work of the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition to share with the community.
5. Bring data-sharing MOU opportunities to Yurok Tribal Council for consideration.
Core Team Roles:
Facilitators – Lori Nesbitt and Lila Knott
Note-taker – Ethan Makulec
(Other Roles, as needed) –

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

g.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

TBD

- a dedicated group focused on
developing survey

- regular group meetings

Establish a team to take
the lead on survey

Start?

End?

Oct. ‘21

Dec. ‘21

- determine what data to focus on
for the survey
- Create survey targeted at Yurok
community at large (multiplechoice, 5-10 min, online form?)

- Focus of survey chosen
- Survey ready for deployment
- Sample size chosen

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 1: Develop a broad survey to gather poll data from each district.

- event/venue chosen and
scheduled
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- identify sample size needed for
accurate results
- identify the event(s)/venue(s)
for survey deployment (Holiday
season events, New Year’s
resolution?)
Dec. ‘21

Feb. ‘22

TBD

- Survey results received from
chosen sample size percentage of
each district

- sufficient sample size of
results received

Analyze results & create
a report

Feb. ‘22

Apr. ‘22

TBD

- determine findings

- Results of survey known

- create report

- report completed

- create a presentation to share
with the coalition, council,
community

- presentation ready and
scheduled

- Coalition, council, & community
informed of results

- presentations delivered

Share results with
coalition, council, &
community

Apr. ‘22

Jun. ‘22

TBD

- community readiness level
increased

- Readiness score increased in
future community readiness
assessments

For most up-to-date version: Click here.
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Data Workgroup

Deploy survey

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

TBD

- Dedicated group focused on
developing CRA

- regular group meetings

Establish a team to take
the lead on CRA

Start?

End?

Oct. ‘21

Dec. ‘21

- Determine definitions for CRA
- Select, filter, and refine set of
questions for CRA survey
- Develop a list of key informants
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- Identify interviewers and
scorers
Deploy survey

Dec. ‘21

Feb. ‘22

TBD

- Schedule 30-min key informant
interviews
- Conduct and record key
informant interviews (6-9
interviews).

- definitions chosen
- CRA survey questions
finalized
- key informants chosen
- interviewers and scorers
chosen
- Interviews scheduled
- Interviews conducted
- Interview transcriptions
completed

Feb. ‘22

Apr. ‘22

TBD

- Scorers score each survey
individually

- Each interview scored by each
scorer

- Scorers develop consensus
scores

- Consensus on scores reached

- Create reports and presentations
to share results with the coalition,
council, community, & funders

- Report created presentation
ready

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup

- Transcribe key informant
interviews
Analyze results & create
a report

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 2: Complete the 2022 Community Readiness Assessment (CRA) with a focus on adults.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

TBD

- Coalition, council, community,
& funders informed of results

- Presentations delivered

Share report with
coalition, council,
community, funders

Start?

End?

Apr. ‘22

Jun. ‘22

- Coalition incorporates results
into strategic planning for 2023

- SWOT results

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 2: Complete the 2022 Community Readiness Assessment (CRA) with a focus on adults.
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Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

-Annelia, Lila

- Make a presentation for the
council on data from key
informant interviews and the
need to advocate for tribalspecific data

-Presentation ready

Report on 2021 Yurok
Tribal Data Collection
Project.

Start?

End?

November

January
2022

2021

- Inform council on findings (i.e.,
data collection difficulties—
universal problem)

- Report presented to council
- Council members attending
tribal consultations and
actively advocating for tribal
data collection

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 3: Report 2021 Yurok Tribal Data Collection Project to Yurok Tribal Council.
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- Get a council member on this
team? Or a liaison?
- At least one council member
advocating at a state/federal level
to support tribal data collection
during tribal consultations

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup
For most up-to-date version: Click here.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

VISTAs – Coalition
meeting data

- decide what information about
YTWC activities to include (# of
meetings, attendance, activities,
progress on tribal action plans,
barriers/challenges to progress,
successes, # of partner agencies,
etc.)

- information gathered

Collect information for
community report

Start?

End?

Sept. ‘21

Jul. ‘22
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Workgroup
facilitators, YTWC
Steering
Committee –
progress,
challenges,
successes

- types of info chosen
- Information assembled

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 4: Create a report about the work of the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition to share with the community.

- decide what drug-use-related
data to include in the report
(overdose rates, DUIs, etc.)
- continuously assemble and
organize this information in a
spreadsheet with charts

Create report and
PowerPoint.

Jul. ‘22

Aug. ‘22

Data workgroup

- Report completed
- presentation ready

- create a PowerPoint
presentation for the community
to summarize the report
Share the report and
deliver a presentation to
the community during
the annual meeting

Aug. ‘22

Aug. ‘22

Data workgroup
YTWC Steering
committee

- Community more informed
about YTWC activities

-Community readiness level
increases

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup

Madison – peerreview of report

- Write a report for the
community to increase the
transparency of YTWC activities
that includes clear
charts/visualizations of data

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

Jessica Cedillo

- Turn in action item.

Presentation scheduled, on
agenda for Council meeting.

Start?

End?

Prepare presentation for
Yurok Tribal Council
meeting.

Sept. 12th

NLT Sept.

Present at tribal council
action meeting

NLT Oct.
10th

30th

NLT Oct.
10th

- Invite appropriate stakeholders
to the Yurok Tribal Council
meeting (directors and OTA)
Jessica OsborneStafsnes
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- inform about and inspire council
members to take advantage of the
data-sharing opportunity

- Council interest was
displayed, and directors and
OTA were given direction to
pursue MOU

- collect data* to help determine
the scope of the issue and
progress made in addressing it
(overdose rates, DUIs, etc.)

- # of informal agreements
(letters of support, etc.)

Taffy Stockton
Work with internal &
external partners to
develop data sharing &
collaboration
agreements, as needed.

Sept 2021

Ongoing

TBD

- # of formal agreements
(MOUs, MOAs, etc.)

*See OAYI Data Inventory
Worksheet

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Data Workgroup

- collect data* to help coordinate
referrals to Yurok Tribal
programs & services

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 5: Bring data-sharing MOU opportunities to Yurok Tribal Council for consideration.

Wellness Village Workgroup: 2022 Action Plan

Wellness Village Work Group Action Plan
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Purpose: To build a Wellness Village which will include reentry housing, vocational learning
opportunities, childcare services, community food garden, smokehouse (and cultural activities), and
regional treatment services. The workgroup will coordinate the planning and development of the
Wellness Village by seeking out funding sources, building partnerships, and researching similar models.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

h.

Goals: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound (SMART)
1. Secure healing-research funding for an on-site therapeutic counselor (3 grants).
2. Conduct a Wellness Village Site Evaluation.
3. Apply for HUD IHBG.
2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Wellness Village Workgroup

Core Team Roles:
Facilitators – Henry Solares
Note-taker – Seth Hasler
Planners – Judge Abby Abinanti, Judge Bill Bowers, Peggy O’Neill
Members – Jessica Carter & Amber Miller
(Other Roles, as needed) –

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

Wellness Village
Planning

- Presentation development and
schedule opportunities to deliver
at quarterly district meetings,
school district meetings, etc.

- Engagement by the
community through
presentations
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End?

Facilitate community
involvement outreach
and education programs
that are culturally
supportive to the
community

Spring ‘22

December
‘22

Apply for 3 grants for
Community Based
Counseling

Spring ‘22

Have a counselor
develop community
practices and
relationships that are
culturally supportive to
the community

Spring ‘22

- Facilitating self-reporting on
programs provided by tribe/UIHS
during the presentation
December
‘22

Wellness Village
Planning

- Obtain 1 grant to start the pilot
project.
- Learn from granting agencies
debrief documents.

December
‘22

Wellness Village
Planning

- Community has provided
feedback on their preferred
therapy forms
- A grant is funded.
- Debrief document review

- Engagement by the community
to address issues

- Attendance and
implementation

- Redefining our relationships

- Begin teaching a community
to teach themselves

- Stronger community

- Stronger community can
implement healing practices in
their home and with others

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Wellness Village Workgroup

Start?

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 1: Secure healing-research funding for an on-site therapeutic counselor (3 grants).

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

Henry, Jessica,
Abbi, Peggy

- Funding will help provide the
baseline for incentives

- Account codes are
determined and funding
committed

Allocate funding and
resources for incentives

Start?

End?

October
FY 2021

December
FY 2021

- Design of incentives in digital
contexts
- How to distribute incentives
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Schedule meetings in
the 7 regions

January
2022

February
2022

Wellness Planning
Staff

- Council is consulted via an
action item
- Meetings scheduled with
councilmembers
- Outreach is provided for
community members to attend

February
2022

December
2022

Wellness Planning
Staff

- Methods of incentive delivery
coordinated
- Council approves of
community outreach
plan/incentives
- Councilmembers encourage
attendance at the meeting
- Community members can
provide feedback on-site
evaluation

- Shareable document showing
community input and its
influence on decision-making.

- Narrative written, published,
and shared with the
community.

- Prepare a presentation for the
community about highlights in
the document.

- Follow-up presentation
delivered to council, coalition,
and district meetings.

- Document distributed to
community, coalition, and tribal
council.

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Wellness Village Workgroup

Attend and write up a
narrative from
community input

- Incentive applicability
confirmed

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 2: Conduct a Wellness Village Site Evaluation.

Activities

Timeline

People/Teams
Responsible

Outcomes

Progress Indicators

What task will we do?

When do we...

Who will do it?

What do we hope to achieve with
this task? How will this help us
realize our goal?

How will we know we are
achieving the desired
outcome?

Henry, Jessica,
Peggy

- Review Debrief of FY 2020
application

- We will have an
understanding and overview of
where to improve writing

Gather the old grant
application and brush it
up
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Generate an action item
and get approval from
the council.

End?

August
2021

October
2021

- Refine where we missed out on
points

October
2021

November
2021

November
2021

December
2021

Henry, Jessica,
Peggy

Henry, Jessica,
Peggy

- Rewrite the application

- Confirm the status of the current
site

- Site is confirmed to be ready
for an application

- Get YIHA board grant
application approval

- Action item is generated and
suitable for circulation

- Coordinate with Grant Writing
Team on action item generation

- Circulation completed and set
for next council meeting

- Submit and get all items
approved by departments

- Obtain action item packet
approval

- Present the action item to the
council

- Council input provided and
approval granted

- Grant writing team generates all
applicable documents for
submission

- Grant submitted and
confirmation received.

- Grant writing team submits the
application

For most up-to-date version: Click here.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan
Wellness Village Workgroup

Submit an application
that improves upon the
last

Start?

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Goal 3: Apply for HUD IHBG.

Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan
i.

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Evaluation and Monitoring
Over the next year, the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition will use four methods to evaluate

its effectiveness and monitor progress. The Community Readiness Assessment will help the
coalition understand the Yurok tribal community’s perspective on the YTWC’s impacts. A semiannual Progress Check-In will promote accountability among the workgroups to accomplish their
respective goals and activities. The Collaborative Self-Assessment will allow coalition members
to discuss YTWC’s structure and encourage improvements to the way the coalition operates.
Lastly, the District Poll Data Survey will allow the coalition to assess the sentiments of Yurok
tribal community members at large regarding the issues the coalition seeks to address.
i.

Community Readiness Assessment
The coalition will assess the Yurok tribal community’s attitudes and knowledge of an issue

related to wellness (e.g., substance use, overdose, suicide, etc.) through a key informant interview
process outlined in the Tri-Ethnic Center’s 2nd Edition “Community Readiness Handbook.”
ii.

Semi-Annual Progress Check-In
The progress check-in will provide the opportunity for each workgroup to connect with the

broader YTWC membership and safeguard the group from developing silos. The check-in
presentations will include:
1) Workgroup progress, in terms of successes and challenges
2) Information that will help the coalition accomplish its mission
3) Updates to changes in the action plan
4) Opportunities to gather feedback
The workgroups will report progress on their respective action plans to the coalition
quarterly, at the monthly YTWC meetings noted below:
 Tuesday, Feb 15, 2022
Each workgroup will receive at least 20 minutes for their progress report presentations,
including time for questions and comments.
iii.

Collaborative Self-Assessment
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Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition
Wellness Tribal Action Plan

2022 Wellness Tribal Action Plan

Before the Summer 2022 Strategic Planning, the coalition will organize a setting for
members to engage in the Collaborative Self-Assessment Survey. This assessment has participants
score to what degree they find YTWC successful or challenged in the following dimensions:
 Shared Vision

 Facilitative Leadership

 Inclusivity & Participation

 Effective Communication

 Sound Decision-Making

 Sustainability

The Steering Committee will incorporate the themes from the resulting discussion into the
strategic planning focus; drawing on the strengths demonstrated through successes and addressing
the weaknesses identified by the coalition’s challenge areas.
iv.

District Poll Data Survey
The YTWC Data workgroup is in the initial planning stages of establishing a team to take

the lead on developing a survey and deciding on the specific categories of data that will be focused
upon. The goal of the survey is to allow the coalition to gauge community interest, concern, and
awareness about the issues to be worked on to address a wide population of people from each
district. To do this, the coalition will develop a set of questions that are briefer and broader than
the more detailed interviews that have been conducted in the past, allowing data to be gathered
more efficiently and from more people, thereby providing data that can better represent Yurok
tribal community members. The coalition intends to have the survey ready for deployment by the
end of 2021, with results to analyze and share with the community, tribal council, and the coalition
by Summer 2022.
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j.

Partnerships
Despite the other challenges the COVID-19 pandemic has wrought on our community,

over the past year the YTWC has grown in the number of members consistently attending meetings
and partners in our work to reinvigorate wellness in our Yurok tribal community. Below is a list
to mention those partnering agencies, whom we are very thankful for providing their presence,
time, and energy to collaborate over the past year. May our dedication to the wellness of our Yurok
tribal community bring us closer as partners and stronger as a community.
 Arcata Playhouse Arts

 Open Door Community Health Centers

 Arcata Police Department

 Project Rebound – HSU

 California Overdose Prevention Network

 Providence St. Joseph’s Hospital

 California State Parks

 Red Deer Consulting

 California Rural Indian Health Board

 RxSafe Del Norte

 Children and Family Futures

 RxSafe Humboldt

 Del Norte County Health & Human Services

 Two Feathers Native American Family
Services

– Behavioral Health Branch
 First 5 Humboldt

 United Indian Health Services

 Humboldt County Office of Education

 Yurok Education Department

 Humboldt Independent Practice Association

 Yurok Indian Housing Authority

 Humboldt County Health & Human

 Yurok Health & Human Services – Client
Services Department

Services – Public Health Branch

 Yurok Health & Human Service – Tribal

 JBS International

Child Welfare & Behavioral Health

 Kee Cha-E-Nar
 KIDE 91.3 FM

 Yurok Public Health Officer

 K’ima:w Medical Center

 Yurok Tribal Council

 Niwho:n Community Warriors for Change

 Yurok Tribal Court

 Northern California Indian Development

 Yurok Tribal Employment Rights Office
 Yurok Tribe Office of Self Governance

Council
 Northern California Tribal Court Coalition

 Yurok Tribe Environmental Program – Food

 North Coast Health Information

Sovereignty Program

Improvement Network

wok-hlew’

wok-hlew’

wok-hlew’

V.

Conclusion
In 2019, the Yurok Health and Human Services (YHHS) team invited the Yurok Tribe
Wellness Coalition to participate in the Fall Feast in McKinleyville, California where over 100
Yurok families gathered to celebrate the fall season and to learn about local community resources.
Mykia Washington attended as a YTWC representative and to help organize an informational table
to distribute flyers, brochures, and resources to community members. The table sought to raise
awareness about the impacts of the opioid epidemic, talk about local treatment services and another
tribal court programming, and share the benefits of NARCAN medication.
While distributing resources, a young girl, around the age of 5 or so approached Mykia. As
a new AmeriCorps VISTA Volunteer, she hesitated, unsure how to address the elephant in the
room. After all, we can all acknowledge the “drugs are bad”-approach is ineffective and

inappropriate, especially for children. Nevertheless, Mykia smiled warmly at the child, whose gaze
landed on the brightly colored California Consortium for Urban Indian Health’s “Hope Without
Stigma: Recognizing & Responding to an Opioid Overdose” brochure on the table. Who could
pass on a glance at the captivating colors and alluring artwork demonstrated on the brochure?
The young girl asked, “So, what are you teaching people about?” Mykia smiled at the idea
of “teaching” and responded, “We are teaching people about wellness, what do you know about
wellness?” The young girl smiled eagerly, and her eyes widened as she straightened to explain, “I
know all about wellness! Wellness is all about how you treat others. Wellness is important
because it is how you treat your friends in your school and your family – it is about how you
treat yourself to stay healthy too. I know so much about wellness!”
Mykia was stunned and impressed by the girl’s response and enthusiasm as she continued
to talk about how important her wellness is to her and her family. Mykia handed this young
“expert” some brochures, and asked, “You seem to know a lot about wellness, can you share these
with your family and teach them about wellness?”
The little girl was so thrilled to have such an important role at Fall Feast, she grabbed the
brochures and flyers and ran to her parents to start conversations about wellness. This left Mykia
awestruck—motivated and inspired by the powerful impact of our young people.
When we work together to spark challenging conversations we organically bring about
change in a good way. Change agents are everyday people, like our young advocates, teaching
people about the importance of wellness. We can all be a catalyst for change in our communities,

Opioid Tribal Action Plan

Conclusion

get involved with the Yurok Tribe Wellness Coalition to help make a difference today. One small
act can create a ripple effect.
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Yurok Health & Human Services

Yurok Tribal Court

& Office of Self-Governance

Thanks to the above Yurok Tribal departments and programs funded by the California-state and
federal organizations, whose support contributed greatly to this document.

